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rNTRODUCTION

The European Information Centre of Charles University

for Further Education of Teachers presents to its users the

third collection of papers and documents. The first collection

dealt with the problems of the modernization of the system of

further education of teachers considering the experiences

gained in the USSR, in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic

and in the Polish People's Republic, the second collection

of papers and documents considered the changing role of the

teacher in the current world on the basis of experience gain-

ed in the socialist countries and the third, current, collect-

ion of papers and documents is mainly focused on the questions

of the unity of initial and further education of teachers.

The third collection of papers and documents makes use

of papers which were presented at conferences of rectors and

deans of institutions of higher education and faculties which

train students for the teaching profession in the individual

socialist countries to demonstrate the current tasks of the

educational systems in the socialist countries in this field.

Next to presenting a wealth of ideas from the cited con-

ference the collection will acquaint the reader with the

results of a survey of educational skills at a teacher train-

ing school in MalmZ, Sweden, with the characteristics of the

initial and further education of teachers in Sweden and

finally reviews a study published in the GDR devoted to the

initial and further education of teachers in that country.

The main objective of this collection of papers and do-

cuments is to point out that the principal changes which

are taking place in the socialist countries in the field of

education are finding their real reflection in the social

position and creative work of the teacher. The teacher in

the socialist society is ri3htly considered to be the deci-

sive factor in the educational process and in the effort for

deepening the content and function of the socialist school.

It applies that the demanding tasks which the educational

systems in the socialist countries face cannot be fulfilled

- 7 -
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without a profound confirmation of the meaning and essence

of the content changes in the educational process, without a

thorough theoretical and practical education and training,

without the experience and the creative pedagogical work of

the teacher.

The individual papers and documents published in the

collection underline the fact that the teaching profession

ie a sign:1'1cent social function. The systematic nature is

therefore emphasised of the care for the forming of the per-

sonality of the teacher; this will include orienting the in-

terest of young people in the teaching profession, the

correct identification and selection of students, the high-

quality initial education of students of the teaching pro-

fession at institutions of higher education to their life-

long education. The fact that teachers in the socialist

countries have a university or college level qualification

belongs among the achievements typical of socialism. It is

one of the guarantees of the high standard of education and

a prerequisite of the successful development of the educa-

tional systems in these countries.

The content of the collection unambiguously implies

the significance of the further education of teachers, i.e.,

such further education which will effectively help the

teachers in their work, has an innovation character, is not

a burden in their work, simply such further education which

broadens the teachers knowledge, allows them to gain new

experiences and to become familiar with the latest achieve-

ments of science and technology in their field and in the

educational sciences particularly.

Svatopluk Petrddek

- 8 -
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TOPICAL TASKS OF INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

Vladimir Brichta

Plzen, Czechoelovakia

At the present stage of the development of a socialist

society, the scientific technical progress is becoming a de

cisive component of aocial development. Since the changes in

the nature of human work belong among its moat significant

phenomena, the raiaing of the educational standards and qua

lifications of the working people occupies an important po

sition in the system of the intensification factors. Raiaing

the standard of education ie also one of the ways towards a

harmonious development of a versatile personality which is

an objective necessity given by the demands placed on the

growing material production as well as by the need for an

increoeing participation of the working people in the admi

nistration of a socialist state. All these reasons bring into

prominence the problem how to improve and modernize initial

teacher training the preparation of prospective teachers

for their highly responsible and extremely important social

work. The quality of education and instruction is largely

dependent on the personality of the teacher. The teacher,

therefore, cannot be substituted for in the process of edu

cation and formative teaching.

The experience with initial teacher training, the pro

blems and tasks relating to the education for teacher trai

nees were dealt with at the third conference of rectors and

deans of the univereitiee and facultiea of education of the

socialist countries held at Plzen, Czechoslovakia, in No

vember 1977. The aim of the conference was to discuss

various aspects of the initial training provided to teacher

trainees in educating the youth in the school as well as

outofschool activities for the life and work in a developed

socialist society. As to its content the conference was a

followup of the conference held at Kiev in 1973 which wad

mainly concerned with the questiona of the cooperation

between universitiea and faculties of education and the

10



primary and secondary schools and it also followed up on the

Warsaw meeting of the representatives of the science of edu-

cation in the socialist countries held in 1977 and dealing

with the role of the teacher in shaping the personality of 8

you generation, member in a developed socialist society.

Following the opening addressee given by the First Vice-

Minister of Education of the Slovak Socialist Republic, by

the Chairmen of the Weet-Bohemian Regional National Committee,

and by the Dean of the Faculty of Education at Plzen entrusted

with the organization of the conference, doc. Milan Vondrubke

opened the session by his parer on The Further Development

of the Czechoslovak Educational System and the Basic Questions

of Teacher Training in the CSSR.

In his paper the Minister of Education gave a comprehen-

sive account of the basic stages of the development of the

school education in the CSfR and outlined the main features

of the further development of the Czechoslovak educational

system. He pointed out that the main principles:, laid down in

the document which was approved by the presidium of the CC

CPC on the 4th June 1976 and became a long-range programme

of the development of school education were the following:

1..further democratization of the educational system ensuring

that its content and organization will be an open system;

2. emphasizing the function of general and theoretical edu-

cation es a basis for the development of personality and

the ability to handle the increasing amount of scientific

information, to retrieve it and make use of it in the

working process 88 well as in personal life;

3. extending manual training and polytechnical education;

4. improving the quality of educational work with regard to

all its aepecte and components.

The minister went on to give information on the forth-

coming changes in the organization of the Czechoslovak school

education ayetem. Compulsory ecnool attendance will be pro-

longed from nine to ten years and will be provided in the

Basic School and in the first and second stages of Secondary

- 12 -
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School. The importance of pre-school education will increase

as it will be in principle extended to all five -year old

children.

The first stage of the Basic School will be organized

as a four-year phase. The Secondary School is built along

three lines, forming an organic unity of three mutually

penetrating streams of secondary education, (Grammar School,

Secondary Technical School and Secondary School for Apprenti-

ces) which will gradually attain parity. The Czechoslovak

educational system is thus conceived as a unified whole

comprising:

- day nurseries and nursery schools for the children up to

six years of age;

- basic schools divided into the first phase (grades 1 - 4)

and the second phase (grades 5 - 8);

- secondary schools consisting of secondary schools for

apprentices, grammar schools and secondary technical

schools, and conservatoires (schools of music);

- universities;

- institutions for the education of adults.

The project of the further development of the Czecho-

slovak educational system, as the minister of education

pointed out, allows that a great effort has been expended to

open up new ways to education for the youth, to foster their

creativity and to enable them to make good use of their abi-

lities in life, which its in sharp contrast with the situa-

tion characteristic of the present-day capitalist world.

The implementation of the scheme for the further deve-

lopment of education and the school system is closely con-

nected with the effort to improve the quality of initial

teacher training. Teacher training should be given great

attention. According to minister Vondrugka the main point

of the new concept of the training provided to educational

personnel is "to train the teacher to become a highly so-

cialist- conscious professional worker of a broad profile who

is in a position to teach at various levels of the educe-

- 13 -
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tional system and in various types of schools or educational

establishments." The teacher should be a pioneer of all the

changes which are going on in the education of the young

generation.

After having characterized the measures taken to put

into effect the reorganization of initial teacher training,

the minister of education of the Czech Socialist hepublic

pur forward several recommendations and suggestions concern-

ing the exchange of experience, the enhancement of co-ope-

ration and the development of reaearch work in the field

of initial teacher training:

1. to plan the demand for teachers and educaticnal peraonnel

for the individual types of school and to plan their pro-

fessional orientation as well;

2. to unify the curricula, which would enable the students

to undertake part of their studies in another socialist

country and make use of the text-books written in collo-

Loration with other socialist countries;

3. to collaborate in a more efficient way in preparing uni-

versity text-books and other aids to study;

4. to determine the decisive trends ens specific taske per-

taining to the investigation of the problems of perfect-

ing initial teacher training and the mission of' the so-

cialist school.

minister Vondraka believes that regular conferences of

the representativea of the colleges of education may be of

great assistance in fostering the development of the socia-

list school system, the acience of education and the teach-

ing practice.

V. K. Rozov, the head of the soviet delegation, gave

detailed information on the experience with initial teacher

training in the USSR. A comprehensive account of his paper

is included in the present collection. He substantiated the

need for highly qualified teachers, stressed the requirement

for a complex approach to the problems of initial teacher

training and diacuseed all the aspecta of the initial teacher



training provided at the faculties and institutes of educa-
tion in the US:A.

Almost three dozens of the papers read at the conferen-

ce as well as nine papers submitted to the conference orga-

nizera have brought a wealth of new ideas and experience

concerning a number of the aspects of i&tial teacher train-
ing.

One of the key problems was the question of the present

position and role of the teacher. This problem had already

been mentioned in the paper by the minister of education of

the Czech Socialist Republic who emphasized the exceptional

significance of the teacher's role in shaping the up-and-

coming generation in thedeveloped socialist society, which
is due to the deep political, economic and cultural changes.
Thia fact, at the same time, refutes the views maintaining

that in the time of the scientific-technical revolution

teaching machines should replace the teacher. In hie paper,

V. K. Rozov stressed the increasing role of the teacher in

building communism as "it is closely connected with the

growing demands made on personality".

Doc. Vitanov referred to the fact that education was

changing into a link between contemporary science and pro-

duction, and to the mediated relation of the teacher to-

wards material production, and pointed out that teachers

must be in a position to prepare the youth for their par-

ticipation in production in the period of scientific-techni-

cal revolution whose criteria and pace are largely determi-

ned by the system of the training provided to professional

workers and highly qualified personnel.

Doc. Mujarov pointed out that the deep discrepancy

between the growth of scientific information and the effec-

tiveness of teaching must be tackled, if the educational

process waa to continue to fulfil its social function, and

he expressed the view that the decisive factor in enhancing

its effectiveneas must be the qualification standards of

teachers of all types and grades of school. The problem of

the contemporary role of the teacher was also mentioned by

- 15 -
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prof. Luther.,In his view the increasing significance of the

teacher's work ia lue to the impact of school on various

areas of the socialist society.

The question of the function of the teacher in the pro-

cess of instruction taking into account the conditions pro-

vided for the use of eaucational media was discussed by doc.

Andreyev. he said that in the views of a number of experts,

the blackboard and chalk compared with modern technical me-

dia would in near future recall the difference between au-

tomated lines in industry and the anvil with the hammer.

What will the function of the teacher be like in view of

these prospects ? What functions will he perform in relation

to educational technology ? Poc. A. Andreyev is of the opi-

nion that there is a possibility to leave to the machines

that part of the technical work in the process of instruct-

ion which is subject to algorithms and does not require any

creative approach on the part of the teacher. Educational

technology whose uae brings a lot of advantages has, however,

a number of limitations. It may assist in fulfilling the in-

formative function of teaching. The other function, the for-

mative function of teaching, can better be carried out by

the teacher. And yet the new educational-technological arse-

nal itself, which will be available and the use of which

will place new educational-methodological demands on the

teacher, will not change the role of the teacher in the

sphere of human relations inthe process of instruction. The

basic function of the teacher will remain the same and only

his function pertaining to the preparation and organization

of the teaching process will change to a certain degree,

particularly his activity aimed at the reinforcement of the

knowledge and the assessment of the acquisition of the

teaching matter.

Several participants were concerned with the question

of the teacher personality which is a topical problem asso-

ciated with the changes in his position and tasks. R.V. Bo-

zo pointed out that school in a developed socialist society

needs a new type of teacher "the teacher of high intellect,

an investigator and a pioneer, capatle of a creative approach

- 16 -
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to his work and able to seek new ways of enhancing the effi-
ciency in solving the problems of instruction and communist
education of the up-and-coming generation". Prof. Korotko-
vich stressed the point that "all future specialists must
above all maater the research methods in the field of the
basic sciences and attain the present -day level of scienti-
fic thinking, deep communist convictiona and beliefs...",
and added that this particularly appliea to the universities

providing initial teacher training. Prof. Glocke said that
in initial teacher training emphasis should be laid on the
training in the research work, thus fostering the teacher
trainees' abilities to approach educational problems in a
scientific way. Doc. Faron was of the same opinion. Among
the important values of the teaching profession he included
the requirement that the teacher should understand the con-
sequences of his activity in the educational process and he
also pointed out that the teacher must be fully aware of his
new role in the process of the changing achool.

Prof. Kleymenov spoke about the experience of the Riazan
State Institute of Education with the training provided to
teacher trainees with reapect to the scientific research

approach to educational work. He pointed out that there was
a marked difference between the students who had gone

through psychological laboratory training and gained expe-
rience with research work, and the rest of the students, the
former having acquired a high professional knowledge of the

children. Prof. Franke appreciated the significant share of

the Union of Youth in preparing the teacher trainees for

creative work and gave a few examples of this kind of work.

The changing position and role of the teacher raise at

the same time the question of the content and methods of his

initial training. Doc. Vitanov pointed out that there was a

tendency to increase the proportion of highly qualified la-

bour in the total volume of labour, which would require

that initial teacher training should educate teachers of a

broad profile, and he stated that the question of the re-
lation between the various components of knowledge muat be

viewed in a nog way. He arrives at the conclusion that

- 17 -



"at present the fields of science determining its structure

(i.e. the structure of the teaching graduate's future work -

ed. note), general means and methodological principles are

coming to the fore." Professor Kleymenov is of the opinion

that under the conditions when the teacher simultaneously

fulfils the role of organizer, investigator and intepreter,

initial teacher training must needs support his pioneering

qualities and gear the educational and psychological science

to this end. Professor Kuahutin stipulated that the present

goals of initial teacher training shoild stress the role

and importance of the training in the theory of education

and the teaching practice. The point it to foster the stu-

dents' urgent and continuous needs for acquiring the neces-

sary theoretical knowledge for themselves, getting acquaint-

ed with the progressive experience and learning how to pre-

dict the course of the educational process. All this testi-

fies to the significant role which is attached to the prac-

tical training provided to teacher trainees in the creative

educational work with the children. The demand placed on the

development of the students' creative abilities should the-

refore be persistently met, taking into account not only

the content but also the organization of the training in

the theory of education and the teaching practice. This

principle is applied by the V.I. Lenin State Institute of

Education in Moscow in such a way that every student carries

out some, not too extensive, research during his teaching

practice, analyzing and generalizing the experience of the

best teachers and enveloping his pupils' creative abilities.

According to the way how this training establishes the re-

lation to life and to what extent practical experience fos-

ters the students' creative attitudes to educational work

it is also necessary to evaluate it.

A number of conferees drew attention to the importance

attached in initial teacher training to the involvement of

students in community life. V.K. Rozov pointed out that the

position of the teacher in a developed socialist society

makes him a public factor and gave a great deal of inte-

resting and stimulating experience with this field of work.

- 18 -



Profeasor Babin said that "the involvement in the civic

affairs is particularly nowadays a principal means of bridging

the gap between the professional (in the narrow sense of the

word) training and the training provided to students in the

guidance of social and public affairs". And it is also a ve-

ry efficient form of preparing the student for the social

role of educator. The process of the preparation of students

for their educational activities is thus seen by professor

Babin as the consummation of the training in the guidance of

social and public nffaira which should form an essential

part of the professional training for prospective teachers.

Ideological political training is thus considered to be

an integral part of initial teacher training. Besides the

main paper by the minister of education of the Czech Socia-

list Republic and the paper given by the head of the soviet

e;,legation, this question waa also dealt with by professor

J. Matejbek, doc. Fiber, prof. Luther, prof. Balm, prof.

Sottlk, doc. Vida as well as by other participants. From all

these papers and contributions an explicit conclusion may be

drawn about the lasting validity of Lenin's proposition

stating that "none of the natural sciences can hold out

against the attacks of bourgeois ideas without proper phi-

losophical argumentation ...". This at the aame time implies

the possibility and necessity that apart from the faculties

and teachers of the social sciences also the faculties pro-

viding training in the studenta' specialist subjecta will

have their specific share in the formation of the scienti-

fic world view.

The problem of the ideological political education in

the respective fielda of study (mathematics, biology etc.)

were mainly discussed by the membere of the GDR delegation -

by prof. Schaefer, prof. Ham, prof. Heidrich, prof. Apelt -

but ale° by prof. Shkil from the USSR as well as, in part,

by others. Professor Schaefer, who was concerned with the

role of literature in educational work,drew attention to

the great possibilities offered by literature tJ the effect

that a creative relation to literature enables each indivi-

dual to cross the barrier of insufficient life experience,

- 19 -
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which ie of particular importance in relation to the work

with the youth.

A weighty problem brought up at the conference is the

question of the motivation for schooeing the teaching pro-

fession. This problem was mainly discussed by prof. Korotko-

vich (the US..;?) and by T.P. Gaydarov (Bulgarian People'a

Republic). Both of them pointed out to the exceptionally

great importance of an active social activity - the indi-

vidual work with the youth. In his report on an extensive

research, T. P. Gaydarov said that the students who had al-

ready worked ea teachera, educatora or leaders of the Pioneez

Groups showed a strong and laating motivation. The teaching

practice and the training in the guidance of social and

public affairs, the educational work and a systematic con-

tact with the children thus aubstantially affect the moti-

cation of prospective teachers during their univeraity stu-

dies. On the baaia of their researches the workers of the

Institute of Education at Minsk arrived at the same conclu-

sions. Professor Korotkovich, who spoke at the conference

about the research work focussed on the questions of the

communist education, pointed out to the positive conclusiona

analogous with those drawn by T.P. Gaydarov and at the same

time stated that with those students who were mainly orient-

ed towards their apecialist subjects the negative relation

to the teaching profession was strengthened rather than

weakened.

The conference also dealt with a number of other pro-

blems aasociated with initial teacher training. They were,

for example, the question of moral education (doc. Vida,

'.;.;SR), the problem of an excessive feminization at the phi-

losophical facultiea (prof. gindelef., USSR), the projects

for the raising of the qualification atandarda of the edu-

cational personnel (prof. Bunescu, Rumanian People's he-

public), and others. The final communication which summed

up the results of the conference stated that "the stimu-

lating discussion enabled the conferees to make an objecti-

ve picture about the results achieved and about the pro-

apecta for the enhancement of the educational process."

-
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The communication emphasized the point that "raising the

standard of the teachers' preparation for bringing up the

pupils and the youth in the spirit of the communist education

necessitates improving systematically and thoroughly the

professional training provided to prospective teachers.

The conference has made an important contribution to

fulfilling this task. The conferees therefore expressed the

opinion that the increasing relations between the univer-

sities will be further strengthened, effectuating a fruit-

"ul, creative collaboration in the enhancement of the qua-

lity of initial teacher training so that the teachers will

be in a position to fulfil the tasks of building socialism

and communism.



EXPERIENCE GAINED BY PEDAGOGICAL HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

IN THE USSR IN THE TKAINING OF TEACHERS FOR THE INSThUCTION

AND COMMUNIST EDUCATION OF YOUNG GENERATION

V. K. Rozov

Moscow, USSR

The Soviet people, together with the peoples of the

brotherly socialist countries and the world progressive

community, celebrated the Sixtieth Anniversary of the Great

October Socialist Revolution. Our country and the whole pro-

gressive mankind celebrated this important anniversary under

the mark of new victories of socialism, victories of the

Marxist-Leninist ideas so outstandingly demonstrating their

great revolutionary and creative strength.

The victory of the socialist revolution carried out in

October 1917 by Russia's workers and peasants under the

Leadership of the Communist Party headed by V. I. Lenin

constituted the main event of the 20th century which funda-

mentally changed the mankind's further development.

"The October Revolution, - said Comrade L. I. Brezhnev,

General Secretary of the CC of the CPSU, Chairman of the

Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, in his state-

ment at the joint feetive session of the CC of the CPSU,

Supreme Soviet of the USSR and Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR

on 2 November 1977, - tended, naturally, to solve above all

the problems inherent to our country, problems evoked by

its history, by its specific conditions. However, in terms

of their substance, these were not local but rather general

problems evoked by social development and confronting the

mankind as a whole. And, the world-wide historical impor-

tance of the October Revolution consists in the very fact

that it opened the way for the solution of these problems

and, thus, to the creation of a new type of civilization

on the Earth". The victory of the Great October created pre-

requisites for the formation and development of the world

socialist system.

-23-
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During the sixty yeare, our country covered a distance

which equals centuries. Ito economy has changed beyond re-

cognition. Within a historically short period, the huge back-

ward country was converted into a country with highly deve-

loped induetry and collective agriculture. Just two-and-half

working days are needed by our industry to produce the volu-

me of output produced curing the entire year of 1913.

Socialism widely opened the door to knowledge and cult-

ural wealth to the working people, created unlimited pose.-

bilities for the development of science and put science at

the people's service.

The moat important result of the self-sacrificing

efforts by the Soviet people is represented by the building

in our country of a developed socialist society.

The year of 1977 was marked by another outstanding

event - by the adoption of a new Constitution of the Union

of Soviet Socialist hepublics which is rightly called the

manifesto of the era of the building of communism.

"We adopt the new Constitution on the eve of the Six-

tieth Anniversary of the Great October Socialist hevolution.

This is by no means a mere coincidence in time of the two

major events in the existence of our country. The link bet-

ween then is much closer. The new Constitution, - stated

Comrade L. I. Brezhnev at the session of the Supreme Soviet

of the USSR on 4 October 1977, - is, so to speak, a con-

centrated result of the entire sixty-year development of

the Soviet State. It represents a convincing proof of the

fact that the ideas proclaimed by the October Revolution and

Lenin's heritage are being successfully transformed into

reality."

A special place in the new Constitution, this basic law

of the developed socialist society, is occupied by the pro-

visions dealing with the people's instruction and education

in a communist society.
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With the adoption of the Constitution, our people's edu-
cation enter:s a new, higher stage of development. i3

reflected in Article 45 cr the basic law which stipulated
the obligation of universal secondary education. The 'ommu-

nist Party or the Soviet Union traced the need for universal
secondary education in our country and now, on the eve of
the sixtieth Anniversa:Y or the .ireot Cctober, secondary
education became and obligatory educational minimum for the
soviet youth.

?e can proudly state that the Sovi.et Society is a highly

educated society. .even -to -eight of ten people engaged in

national economy hove university or secondary (complete or

partial) education. Twenty-four million specialists with
university or secondary professional education work in our
country, of which some four million are diploma engineers.

More than 1,C million teachers have university educnion.

.ovi-t society can rightly be ,'alled a learning

:no than 97 percent of the total number of pupils

who complete the eighth grade continue today to study for

secondary education. Very widespread is adult education and
working youth education.

An important role is played in the ideological educa-

tion of Soviet people by political education and systematic

study of ::.arxism-Leninism. In general-education schools of

the Soviet Union, wide possibilities are created for a

successful solution of ideological and educational tasks

connected with the formation of the communist world outlook

of young people. This is actively asaisted by the study of

the documents of the 25th Congress of the CPSU, Lenin's

ideological heritage. At present, great efforts are under

way in schools aiming at the study of the new Constitution'

of the 11,1S11.

Under the conditions of the transition towards univer-

sal secondary education, the importance of the school's so-

cial function further grows and so do the society's requi-

rements put forward with respect to the quality of instruc-

tion and educational activity, to the preparation of young
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people for life, for active participation in the building of

communism. The aurceam of this important work depends, in

great measure, on the teacher and his activity. The teacher's

increasing role in the building of communism is organicalij

related with the increased requirements put forward by the

society with respect to his personality.

When outlining the tasks connected with the development

and improvement of secondary education in the country, the

25th Congress of the CPSU drew special attention to the need

for better training of pedagogical cadres. This is fully lo-

gical. A school of the developed socialist society needs a

teacher of a new type - an intellectual, researcherq inno-

vator capable of a creative approach to his practical acti-

vity, of searching for the new ways of a more efficient so-

lution of the tasks related with the instruction and commu-

riot education of the young generation.

An important role is to be played in the solution of

this principal task by pedagogical schools. .t present,

teacher training is ensured in the Soviet Union at 65 uni-

versities, 20C pedagogical higher education institutions and

408 pedagogical colleges. These institutions ensure the train-

ing of teachers for general-education schools, secondary vo-

cational schools and technical se'ools. Pedagogical colleges

ensure, in addition, the training of teachers for pre-school

facilities, boarding schools as well as for schools and groups

with a prolonged school-day and for out-of-school children's

facilities.

Throughout the sixty years of our contry's existence,

pedagogical schools daily feel the great care devoted by

the Communist Party and the Soviet State to their development

and strengthening.

The staff in pedagogical higher education institution

actively deals today with the problems related with improving

the training of future teachers for more efficient solution

of the entire complex of training and educational tasks con-

fronting schools in the developed socialist !moiety. The Mi-

nistry of 'Education of the USSR elaborated a set of measures
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aimed at improving the training in pedagogical schools of stu-

dents for their educational work in the schools, pre-school

and out-of-school facilities.

At the 25th Congress of the CPSU Comrade L. I. Brezhnev,

secretary-General of the CC of the CPSU, proposed and sub-

stantiated the need for a complex approach to the education,

the substance of which consists in ensuring a close unity

of the ideological, political, working end moral education.

This means that complex approach to the education should be

considered a methodological basis and a most important means

for improving the process of education under the conditions

of universal obligatory secondary education. The complex

approach to the organization of the process of education

at the university level opens new poseibilities for the for-

mation of an all-round development of the Soviet teacher'a

personality.

Within the comprehensive system of the organization of

the training and education process at the university, spe-

cial role is played by the study of social sciences. Socio-

political branches of knowledge are called to provide stu-

dents with the Marxist-Leninist ideology, a scientific metho-

dology of understanding the phenomena of social life. Their

study represents a basis for the formation, by future peda-

gogues, of the Marxist-Leniniat world outlook, communist

conviction as well as ideological and political maturity.

In the study of the courses on the history of the CPSU,

dialectic and historical materialism, political economy and

scientific communism, great attention is paid to a thorough

study of Marx's, Engels/ and Lenin's works. In the course

of such study, the formation of the scientific world out-

look by the future teacher takes place, habits and techni-

ques of self-education occur and creative thinking actively

develops, which is especially important for a teacher.

In his message to the participants of the Third All-

Union Scientific and Practical Conference on "The study of

V.I. Lenin's life, activity and works and, of the CPSU do-

cuments at secondary schools", Comrade L. I. Brezhnev wrote:
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oviet teacher hrine 'rat ioral wealth of

'9 t th heartA er pipils, strives

;evie;,s th(- pcpilaia-

h:Ity to master the Marx-l.erin'u rcv,Ictionary thoor:,.

AI ' trains pert,istert fighters agairt alien ideolooY

ocral".

The above won's o;ertiv,iy ,,iists:ieted the need for

searehing the moOt efficient l'o:ms or .inity h" the study of

ariencel at po!a;.;rgical :!-hor1.1 rail the futi2re

tesor's work.

In 197, the Ministry of Education of the LLIZ,h orga-

ni zed in Tchelysbinsk an All-Union :.:eeting on the Work or

::hairs Aimed at hendering ?4ethodological and

Assistunce to :..ehoolo. The participants were

acquainted with the experience w.:cumulated by the Tchelya-

ninsk P,_:18gogicul Institute which carried out extensive work

filmed at search.ng for the most efficient forms of a unity

or the study or socia2. sciences and the teacher's future work.

Of ever growing importance ir teachers training is the

development Of the research work by :,tudents themselves in

the field of social sciences, history of the All-Union

lenin's !.7ommunist l7nion of Youth (VLESM) and of the inter-

national youth movement.

In the developed socialist society, the teacher repre-

sents, in view cf his social position, an active social

fun:tionary. i must be S propagandiut es well as lecturer,

he must be able to explain the issues of both home and fo-

reign policy of the IPSU.

As long az° as ht the dawn of the Soviet Power, when

addressing the First All-hussia Congress of Teachers-Inter-

nationalists in 1918, V. I. Lenin said: "The army of teachers

should set gigantic tasks and should, above all, become an

army of socialist education. The life as well as knowledge

should be liberated from their subordination to the capital,

from under the yoke of the bourgeoisie. One should not be

restricted by the narrow limits of the teacher's activity.
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Teachers should fuse with the entire fighting mesa of the
working people. New Phedagogy's task is to link the teacher°8
activity with the task of socialist society organization".
(Lenin V.I., Poln. sobr. soch., Vol. 36, p. 420).

The solution of the above problem is seen by the peda-

gogical higher education institutions in the USSR in the orga-
nization of a system of socio-political practice, in the cour-
se of which students obtain the required experience in the

organizational and socio-political work among people. '..;ocio-

political practice contributes also to the deepening of the
students'knowledge of the Marx-Lenin's theory, to the trans-

formation of this knowledge into strong and deep convictions,

into an unswerving attitude.

The systematic and plan-based activity aimed at improv-

ing the organization of the socio-political practice is di-

rected above all along the lines of the overall activity re-
lated with the formation of the future tescher°s personality.

In the process of training in pedagogical institutes,

special role is played by the subjects of the psychological

pedagogical cycle.

The psychological pedagogical cycle provides 3tu:!nt:

with the knowledge of the development, instruction and educa-

tion of children, of the theory and methodology of pupils

instruction and education. It also provides future teachers

with the skills and experience required for the carrying of

the instructional and educational activity.

Widely used in the system of pedagogical education are

special courses and seminars aimed at preparing the teacher

for his educational work, e.g. "Methodology of educational

activity", "Methodology of working ,ith the Pioneer and Kom-

somol organizations in schoola", "Methodology of the class-

maoter°8 work", "Psychology of the personality", "Pedago-

gical foundations of the activity of pupils' work brigades"

etc.
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With the transition to universal obligatory secondary

education, a consilerable portion of young people, after hav-

ing completed the school, leave to work in the practice. Un-

der such conditions, of special importance is the professio-

nal orientation work. A course entitled "Pupils' profeaaional

orientation" provides students with the knowledge of this

work's methodology.

In 1977, a meeting of the heada of pedagogy and psycho-

logy chairs of pedagogical higher education institutions

took place in Grodno. The meeting outlined the waya and means

for the further improvement of the activities carried out by

the chairs in connection with the teacher preparation for

his educational work in the school.

For Soviet pedagogical higher education institutions

the problem of further developing and strengthening the link

with schools continues to represent a topical problem.

In 1973, a conference of chancellors of partner insti-

tutions in socialist countries was held in Kiev and devoted

to the above problem. We thoroughly studies the experience

gained by our friends in brotherly socialist countries - the

German Democratic Republic, Hungarian People's Republic,

Polish People's Republic, Romanian Socialist Republic and

Mongolian People's Republic. We are aware of the fact, how-

ever, that today the cooperation between the partner insti-

tutions in socialist countries should be strengthened with

the aim of searching for new.formg"Of the'link between the

study a pedagogical higher education institution and prac-

tical work in the school. The experience accumulated by the

best teachers and pedagogical teams should be systematically

analyzed and made available to the students.

Ever more acute becomes the need for the teacher to

transmit, in well-ordered terms but plain language, pedago-

gical knowledge to the broad masses of working people, to

provide parents with the basic pedagogical knowledge.
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Pedagogical institutes in the USSR pay daily attention

to improving teachers' professional training. We make every

effort to enable the pedagogical ochocl graduates to obtain

deep and versatile knowledge of their profession, to master

both the content and methods of the particular science which

provides foundations for the school subject concerned. It

is important to adhere, in the f!ourse of the study of profes-

sional subjects, to one of the leading principles of-instruc-

tion - the unity of the learning and educational importance

of the instructional material which enables to considerably

improve the quality of teacher training, to ensure day-to-

day formation of teacher'a capabilities and to carry educa-

tional activity in the school.

The inatitutiona of higher education have accumulated

certain experience in the training of subject teachers for

out-of-class activities along the lines of their subject.

Thus, geography teachers are trained in the field of tourism,

regional geography, experimental biology within pupils'work-

ing brigades, physical and technigkl creative activity etc.

An important part of the training process is represented

by pedagogical practical training which provides for a link

between the young specialist's theoretical training and his

own future work in the school. It complements and enriches

students' theoretical training through enabling them to nail

down and deepen the acquired knowledge, it creates conditions

for mastering basic pedagogical skills and experience, it

enables the otudents to acquire personal experience which

makes it possible for them to unterstand their future pro-

fession and to prepare for this creative activity.

Much has been done in recent years with respect to im-

proving the organization of the pedagogical practical train-

ing. For the first time, a programme was prepared which sti-

pulated both the content and methods of the students' work

during all stages of the practical training. At present, a

new programme on carrying the pedagogical practical traning

in the school is being prepnred. In the latter programme,

greater stress will be laid on those aspects which are vital
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in order to better prepare the future teacher for his educa-

tional activity.

Each year, an all-union students' conference is being

organized under the slogan: "Students of pedagogical higher

education institutions for national education". Best students'

works are awarded medals by the Academy of Pedagogical Scien-

ces of the US :R.

Great attention is paid in our country's pedagogical

higher education institutions to the organization of various

forms or out-of-lecture-room activities.

It is very important for the graduate from a pedagogical

higher education institution to be aesthetically educated, to

be capable of organizing pupils' group activities and pupils'

popular art activities. With the aim of preparing the stu-

dents for such work, faculties of social professions work

at all pedagogical higher education institutions of the USSR;

they have several departments kmusic and chorus,plastic art

and painting, theatre, sport etc.). In a way, the students

obtain second profession and learn skills which are very im-

portant for future pedagogues.

The same objetive ie followed by the students' art crea-

tivity which is well organized in pedagogical higher educa-

tion institutions. As a rule, a review of the students'

group creative activity is organized once a year. It repre-

sents a special show of the future pedagogues' talents.

Based on the students' iniciative, various clubs and

special interest societies are formed. Pedagogy clubs func-

tion in many higher education institutions; there, future

teachers meet outstanding masters of the pedagogical work,

discuss films dealing with pedagogical topics, organize dis-

putes, conference, meetings with pupils.

One could enumerate great number of students' societies:

peotry clubs, art clubs, Makarenko societies, sport sections,

grous ... Most of the activities carried out in pedagogical

higher education institutions are professionally oriented

and serve the purpose of the formation of an all-round per-

sonality of the future teacher.
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In order to aasociate future teachers with the pedago-

gical work from the beginning of their study at the univer-

sity, students' socio-pedagogical practical training is also

envisaged. It takes place during the let and 2nd year of

study. On voluntary basis, students work as pioneer group

leaders and assistant class-masters in achoola, as tutors in

children's rooms run by housing administrations, take patro-

nagea under "difficult" youngaters, work in militia'a

children's corners and in out-of-school facilities. Many

students continue this work during su,,sequent years of their

study as well.

In recent years, qualitative changes have taken place

in many higher education institutions of our country with

respect to the socio-pedagogical activity. Widespread is a

specific form of the students activity known as pedagogical

detachments. Pedagogical detachementa represent a form of an

association of future pedagogues in order to carry joint

activities aimed at pupils' education during out-of-school

hours. A pedagogical detachment has a fixed organization and,

at many universities, also its statute which stipulates basic

taska and the structure of the detachment.

At present,pedagogical detachments are formed at almost

all pedagogical higher education institutions of the country,

with the total membership of over 50 thousand students.

Under modern conditions, the process of university study

ever more relies on the student'a independent work, close to

reaearch work. The interest in the research work is being

evoked from the very first year of study. Future teachers

become acquainted with the scientific research methods through

the system of lectures, special courses and pedagogical prac-

tical training. Apart from that, studenta' scientific socie-

ties and groups work in all higher education institutions of

our contry.

In order to stimulate the studenta' reaearch activity,

students' scientific conferences (intro- institute, inter-

institute, republican, all-union) are organized. Students in-

troduce their own papers and competitiona are organized for

the best studenta'a work.
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In the course of the recent decade, our pedagogical

higher education imititutions introduced perspective plan-

ning of the students' education. The plan covers the entire

period of the young specialist's training at the institute.

The advantage of the perspective plan consists in the crea-

tion of a single system of students' education which ensures

the required purposefulness, interlinkage and continuity of

the process of education. This makes it possible to provide

for closer, organical linkages within the training and edu-

cation work, to determine its main directions at certain

stages of the study, to avoid monotony in the methodology

of education, to ensure supervision and - what is especially

important - to manage the process of education in a more effi-

cient manner.

Perspective plans reflect a complex approach to the

problems of the communist education of young people. Special

attention is paid to the ideological, political and working

education of young specialists.

The quality of teacher training is treatly influenced

by the scientific pedagogical work in pedagogical institutes.

Cpecialists of various professior.a work in our institutions

of higher education pedagogues and psychologists, mathema-

ticians and physicists, historians and philosophers etc.

They make a significant contribution to the development of

Soviet science. At present, 18 sectoral laboratories, 55 re-

search laboratories and 33 problem-oriented laboratories

work in pedagogical institutes of our country. Research works

by many scientists became widely known and won world-wide

recognition. Ever more extensive is the research work on

the problems of pedagogy in higher education inatitut.ions.

Also growing in extent is the research work on the problems

of the communist education of young people.

When evaluating the work of our country's pedagogical

institutes in the field of future teacher training or the

communist education of the young generation, we can firmly

state that the majority of our institutes train highly qua-

lified specialists for the national education aystein, who
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have good knowledge of their specialization, like the teacher

profession and creatively approach ita duties; these specia-

lists have an active life outlook, are politically mature

and possess high moral properties.

The graduates from pedagogical higher education institu-

tions have been, during various stages of the building of

communism, devoted propagandists of the ideas of the Commu-

nist Party and Soviet Government among the melees, active

builders and courageous defendere of our socialist State.

However, we cannot atop at what has been already achiev-

ed. We are of the opinion that the activitiea carried by pe-

dagogical higher education institutions have not yet achieved

the line of high efficiency. The organization of the training

and education process not alwaya keeps pace with time. In a

number of institutions, new progreaeive forms of educational

work are being introduced with considerable delay. Not all

institutions work on the optimization of the training process

and create necessary conditiortl for indeTendent work by the

atudente.

There is obviously no need to enumerate all problems to

be dealt with by the pedagogical higher education institu-

tions in the USSR. There are many because the process of

improvement has no end.

An ever more important role in the training of highly

qualified teachers is played, at the present stage, by the

cooperation between the socialist countries in this field.

Today, we can state with eatisfaction that the existing

contacts and forme of scientific and pedagogical cooperation

between pedagogical schools of certain socialist countries

make the work aimed at improved pedagogical training and

better teacher training more fruitful and efficient.

The partner institutions exchange instructional documen-

tation. A number of curricula and programmee of partner peda-

gogical institutions were diecuesed at the scientific and

methodological meetings organized by the Minietry of Education

of the USSR, with the participation of scientists from the

institutions concerned.
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The exchange of delegations aimed at leirning the expe-

rience accumulator! by pedagogical higher education institu-

tions as well as the exchange of professors and lecturers

to organize lectures, special courses and seminars have pro-

ved to be useful.

. Within th,! system of cooperation among pedagogical

schools, ever more importarA become joint research work,

joint preparation of textbooks, mutual participation by

lecturers in scientific conferences, joint publication of

articles, exchange of scientific information.

A very useful form of cooperation is represented by

the exchange of students' delegations. In this connection,

great attention is paid to the international education of

the young generation. Young people are acquainted with the

country's life and the results achieved in the field of

economy, culture and education. Of interest is the experien-

ce of those institutes which practice joint students' scien-

tific seminars and conferences.
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IDEOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF FORMATIVE 'LEACHING IN THE WORK OF THE

SOCIALIST TEACHER

Fieer

Prague, Czechoslovakia

The building of the socialist society is continually

placing higher demands on the ideological political and pro-

fessional maturity of every .qorker in all areas of social

life.

Socialist education occupies an important position in

the system "science - technology - production - management

education" as it is a sphere of innovation which through the

human factor facilitates the application of new findings in

technology, production, management, culture and, as a matter

of fact, in the whole field of social life.

The social mission of education under socialism is to

educate a socialist citizen and to contribute towards the

integration of the interests of the society as a whole with

the interests of each individual and of the community. Edu-

cation is thus seen as a social factor affecting the whole

society. It has become a life value of each member of the

socialist society to whom it offers a general socialist

orientaticn in life.

It is our aim to educate a universally and harmoniously

developed man whose talent, interests and abilities are

creatively fostered by means of the most up to date educa-

tional methods. We postulate that mar, as a biosocial being

is the sum total of the social relations. In this respect

a highly effective educational activity of the school and

other educational factors exert a decisive formative influen-

ce on the content and pace of the shaping of a versatile per-

sonality of man.

The education of the socialist personality is only possi-

ble in the dialectical unity of acquiring knowledge and per-

sonality shaping which is effectuated in the system of the
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lifelong communist education safeguarding the dialectical

unity of a comproheneive education and a high level of pro-

fessional training.

The achievement of this aim, i.e. teaching the pupils

and etudente how to think creatively mid how to constantly

end independently develop their knowledge, skills and habits,

necessitates the adoption of the basic method of scientific

truth, i.e. the Marxist- Leninist theory end methodology.

This means that it is necessary to know how to apply

its propositions and principles to the analysis of the phe-

nomena, events and facts of life and work, theory and prac-

tice, and to be in a position to solve the topical problems

in keeping with the scientific world view. At the session

of the CC CPC of July 1973 it was pointed out that the

teaching of Marxism-Leninism must show the young socialist

experts how the scientific world view may assist them in

finding their bearings in life and in taking up a clear

attitude towards their professional work in the further de-

velopment of their creative thinking."

The education in Marxism-Leninism provided to pupils,

etudents and adults hae become the fundamental and most

significant task of the Czechoslovak school education system

and it is the main educational mission of every teacher and

educator. It cannot, however, be formed only by the dis-

ciplines of Marxism-Leninism, but each subject and school

or out-of-school educational activity occupy in the Marxist-

Leninist education provided to the up-and-coming generation

a certain position which cannot be substituted for, having

a specific educational mission and fulfilling a definite

educational task.

If the teacher of the socialist school is to act up to

his convictions it is necessary for him to draw on the ve-

racious ideological concepts of the development of society,

i.e. the Marxist-Leninist philosophy. V.I. Lenin pointed out

that "Marx's doctrine is all - powerful because of cts vera-

city. It is complete and harmonious, giving people a univer-

sal world view." This veracity of Marxism-Leninism has become
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the content of the communist convictions and beliefs among

the children, youth and adults in the historical development

of each socialist society built in keeping with the doctrines

of Marxism-Leninism.

There can hardly be any better evidence in social life

of the truthfulness of Lenin's words than the grandiose de-

velopment of the USSR which resulted in a fully mature so-

cialist society and the adoption of a new constitutions of

the Soviet Union on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of

the Great October Socialist Revolution.

The socialist school is responsible for the diverse

educational activities, guiding the pupils in the dialec-

tical materialistic understanding of nature and society, in

the cognition of the objective world and the laws of its de-

velopment, helping them to comprehend to conclusive advanta-

ges of socialism and communism over the capitalist system and

promoting their understanding of the active role of man in

transforming the society as well ea their readiness to

struggle for the ideas of the communist party and fostering

the abilities to defend their opinions and beliefs, streng-

thening them through their own communist attitudes to every-

day life and work.

In this connection the words of F. Engels are of great

importance, stating that "the Marxist world view must i.be

confirmed and become manifest not in a special superscience

but in the actual sciences". (F. Engels, Collected Works,

Vol. 20, p. 142).

It is imperative for every teacher to show to his pu-

pils in a suitable and appropriate way wherein lies the

L.iarxist-Leninist approach to the solution of a given problem

and to elucidate the relation between the general findings

of the dialectical and historical materialism and the so-

lution of the specific questions of the subject studied.

For a successful promotion of the desired world view

beliefs, opinions and attitudes of pupils in the teaching

practice it is necessary:
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1) to define the sum total of the basic theoretical concsdta

as well as conclusions pertaining to the world view

to determine the way of imparting them to pupils;

and

2) to deviae a system of inter-subject relations enabling

to reveal the scientific basis of the events studied in

nature and

relations.

in

An

society from various aspects and mutual

important scientific-political task is to

unite the system of concepts of the individual subjects

and disciplines studied to a general world view system;

3) to foster the abilities of pupils to find their bearings

in the methodological fundamentals of the hypotheses and

propositions of the subjects studied;

4) to adhere firmly to the Marxist approach to the use of

various scientific terms whose scientifically incorrect

comprehension may orientate the students towards idealism.

The teacher

suiting from the

constituting the

view. Therefore,

pretation of the

must always formulate the conclusions re-

discoveries made in the respective sciences

school subject with reapect to the world

he will always lay emphasis on the inter-

history of cognition in the specific acien-

cea by means of which he can illustrate the approaches and

the significance of the dialectical and historical materialism

for the development of scientific knowledge and thought. For

this reason he will alao lay emphasis on the dialectical-

materialistic atheism in his educational work.

The veracity of Marxism-Leninism muat become the main

content of the pupils' communiat convictions and beliefs.

There are a few general methodological comments to be

made upon this question. We would like to draw attention to

the important fact that the dialectical materialistic world

view should be fostered by every teacher.lio science can

do without correct philosophical conclusions and neither

can the teaching of the respective subjects. V. I. Lenin

says that we must understand the fact that without due philo-

sophicsi argumentation none of the natural sciences can

hold out against the attacks of the bourgeois idea: and
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the renewal of the bourgeois world view. If a scientist is

to hold out against these attacks, bringing his cause to a

successful end, he must be a present-My materialist, i.e.

as Marx puts it he must be a dialectical materialist. (V.I.

Lenin, Works. Vol. 33, p. 197-198). It is not a scientific

view which maintains that a mere imparting of the content

of the scientific propositions will be sufficient for the

ideological education provided to professional men. The ob-

jectivistic approach, maintaining that ideology should not

interfere with the methodological questions of the respecti-

ve science and the school subject, testifies either to the

ideological immaturity of the teacher or to the instability

of hia ideological view-points.

Lenin has alwaya organically connected the science on

the general laws of the outer world with the science on the

laws of thinking and exprese.ed this view in his proposition

atating that the science and the world-view are organically

related. This principle of linking science with the world

view requirea of the teacher to persistently reveal in the

principles of the partiality of science all the "latest"

echoola of idealism, all kinds of revisionism, anti-communism,

anti-sovietism and opportunism which are waging an open or

covert struggle against the dialectical materialistic world

view and the proletarian and socialist internationalism.

The school is an institution which is specifically in-

volved in in the solution of the current questions and pro-

blema of the life of the whole society. It is possible to

solve the question of this involvement by means of a system

of suitable methods and media which lead to a very close

connection of the school life with the social process of

building a developed socialist society. During his study

the pupil must continuously have a mediated or direct con-

tact with the social involvement in building socialism and

take an active part in it whenever it is beneficial to his

ideological political world view beliefs and professional

development. If the educational work is imbued with the

life of the society and its problems, tasks and prospects,
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then in accord with the Lenin s proposition, the school ia

in a position to "teach the children and youth how to inde-

pend:ently attain the communist views".

In the teaching of any subject, the teachers ideologi-

cal convictions provide the basis for the educational pro-

cess and its formative influence. The teacher should be in

a position to include the Party and state resolutions in

the respective educational objectives of his subject with

a view to make use of them in shaping a given group of pu-

pils and students he is teaching. It is natural that the

more familiar the Party and state tasks are to him and the

more identical they are with his own world view beliefa,

the more successful he will be in fulfilling this duty.

In the theory and practice of education attention must

needs be paid to the systems solution of all the three as-

pects of the scientific world view education, i.e. the area

of the rational influence, the emotional area and the area

of the activity for the benefit of socialism and communism.

The first methodological prerequisite for the shaping

of the communist world view in school is the requirement of

the scientific proof and logical unambiguity of all the theo-

retical and practical conclusions drawn with respect to the

world view content.

The second methodological prerequisite for the promo-

tion of the communist world view is the creative cognitive

activity of pupils enriched by aocia?. life. The greater the

contribution t each individual towards the benefit of so-

cialism, the more consistent and the firmer his world view

attitudes.

The third methodological condition for the scientific

education fostering the communist world view in school is to

establiah an efficacious emotional relation to the educatio-

nal question, to a practical problem where the emotional

charge supported ty the factual argumentation lends a sti-

mulating and active character to the attitudes.
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The conscientious activity of
the phpil in the spirit of Marxism-Leninism necessitates

developing. permanent world view attitudes based on the know-

ledge of the science and ideology of Marxism-Leninism and

leading to the morally volitional activity for the benefit

of socialist.

In the practice of teaching it means that the problem

of attitudes should be included in the horizon of the pu-

pil's inquiring mind, in the area of his psycho-social civic

horizons. The factual, truthful and logical argumentation

conducted from the point of view of Marxism-Leninism and the

Leninist methodology must be stimulated by an emotional

charge if it is to evoke the experience which p::.ovides the

basis for the development of new desirable aWtudes. The

direct social contacte of pupils with the social life and

their active participation in it constitute an important

factor in the shaping of socialist attitudes.

The teacher must guide his pupils in recognizing the

driving force of the Marxist-Leninist world view not by in-

structing them or merely by organizing their activities but,

on the contrary, by developing their creative thinking and

activity on the basis of the Marxist-Leninist philosophy

and by means of the teniniet methodology Amos.5 the ciscip-

lines shaping the world view, eneclopaedism and formalism

have aloways been most harmful to the communist education

of pupils.

We are not so much concerned with the knowledge of facts

as with the conecioue deeds, the unity of socialism and com-

mur 8

_ighty problem is to work out the criteria by means

of which the degree of the attainment of the communist views

and the stability of the attitudes of pupils can be assessed.

The criteria of effectiveness cannot be expressed by

any explicit indicator as it would lead to one-sidedness.

Among the criteria of effectiveness undoubtedly belongs the

conscientious intensification of activity in study, in the

social political involvement, dutifully taking up the poet
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allotted according, to the needs of the aociety and the all-

round quality of the teaching graduate with respect to his

future work and personal life, and in keeping with the objet

tives of the communist morals. In making the analysis of the

various kinds of pupil activities end of their relations,

the following criteria of the development and the ideologise

maturity of the school leavera may be given:

1) The dynamics of the aociety-oriented activity in atudies,

in the personal as well as social life.

2) The degree of the application of the communist morale to

work and everyday-life situations.

3) The level of the socialiat values orientation.

The ideological education can only be beneficial if it

is fully baeed on the socialist existence and the actual sac

ceaaes of pupils in their work and their personal lives,te-

king into account the needs of their aocial development in

the system of social relations, the degree of their moral

convictions and their interesta.

However well formulated and scientifically substantiate

the goal of the ideological political education may be it

cannot, in itself, guarantee auccese unless through active

work it affects the convictions and attitudes of pupils and

students.

The true ideological political maturity and the commun

morals of the socialist teacher attained by thorough study

and by the mastery of the Marxist-Leninist theory and metho

dology, the intensification of his own active participation

in building the socialist society, his personal experience

with the revolutionary work of building socialism and with

the political, organizational, cultural and propaganda work

as well as with other kinds of work constitute the emotions

charge which lends force to the formative influence and

personal example of every teacher through which the ideolo-

gical aspects of the communist education provided to pupils

and students are applied to the everyday formative teachini
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THE TASKS AND PROBLEMS OF RAISING THE IDEOLOGICAL THEORETICAL
STANDARD AND THE EFFECTIVENESS CF PRACTICAL EDUCATICNAL WORK

DURING THE TRAINING IN THE TREORY CF EDUCATION

Heinz Lehman

Dresden, GDR

The high educational standard which we attempt to achieve

in the training provided to the diploma teachers requires a

thorough training in the theory of education, and in the teach-

ing practice. The theoretical training should be closely re-

lated to the practical training if we want to prepare the

teacher trainees for performing effective educational work

in school and in out-of-school activities, in collaboration

with the youth organizations, wito th!) parents and other

social components.

It is a well-known fact that in this educational process

the student is supposed to acquire those personal qualities

which are of greet importance to his attitude towards the po-

litical role of the teaching profession.

The training in the theory of education and the teaching

prw.;ice must increasingly shape the ethos of the socialist

teacher which is mainly characterized by the close relation

to pupils, true love for children and by the ensuing respon-

sibility for their future.

These significant tasks continuously stimulate our

efforts to investigate whether we have taken full advantage

of the possibilities of education, whether the educational

content set by the syllabuses has been made thoroughly

accessible, thus enhancing the effect of education in comp-

liance with the demands of the communist education.

The soviet science of education is the main source which

enables us to raise the ideological-theoretical standard of

the training in the theory of education as a whole, and par-

ticularly its impact on students. The wealth of its findings

helps us to gain a deop..!r insight into the generally valid
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principles of the communist education and to teach convincing-

ly to this effect. In this respect fast progress was made

following the VIIth and IXth SUP Congress.

The analyses of the process of education, the programmes

of the further education of teachers and mainly the practical

work done by our graduates show that the general validity of

the soviet findings and experience increasingly determines

also the daily work done in the field of teacher training.

The theoretical attitudes and practical experience

described by Lenin, Krupska, Kalinin, Makarenko and a number

of the socialist educationiats represent the significant

starting-points applicable to our education. Ever more pro-

minence is given to the finding stating that the tasks of

teacher training, which go far back in history, cannot be ful-

filled without the thorough study of the classics of the com-

munist education.

The primary task of raising the ideological - theoretical

standard of education is supposed to be the instruction in

the Marxist-Leninist theory of education in its complexity,

its dialectical relationships and with a view to its imme-

diate connection with the political-educational tasks of the

achool system laid down by the Party. This is at the same

time the tool for the enhancement of the effectivity of

practical educational work.

The training in the subjects pertaining to the theory

of education and completed by the professional methodological

training begins in the first aemester and is concluded by

the teaching practice which goes on for 12 weeks in the 8th

semester.

The training in the disciplines of education is carried

out during the first two years of study and is arranged in

the following way:

fundamentals of the science of education in the first aemeste

history of the science of education in the second semeet

theory of instruction in the third eemeete

theory of education in the fourth semest

health education and hygiene in the sixth eemeste
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Each dieoipline except health education and hygiene
is allotted two lessons a week.

The ideological-theoretical standard of the whole train-
ing is determined by the inatruction in "the fundamentals of
the science of education" given in the first semester.

The content of the training in the fundamentals of the
science of education includes the Marxist- Leninist concept

of personality development and the basic questions of the
school education policy of the working class carried out
in the GDR, in the Soviet Union and other fraternal socialist
countries. The atudenta should be aware of the fact that as
teachers they will have great social responsibility for the
communist education of youth. We attempt fo foster the
feeling of pride in our achievements in the field of edu-
cation in our country as well as in all the fraternal socia-
list countries. All studenta in the firat year of study work
as the Pioneer leaders. Besidea this they gain great expe-
rience with the guidance of the educational proceas du-ing
the summer holiday practice at the Pioneer Camp.

One of the current taaka of the teacher ia to compile
the topical problema of the practical work of studenta and
make use of them in the inatruction in "the fundamentals of

the science of education." The requirement to eatabliah a

close relation between the general theory and the practical
training provided to students in the first year of study
places high demands on the teachers. If it proves successful,

the motivation for further atudieo in the theory of educat-
ion will be atrengthened.

The educational aspect of the "fundamentals of the

science of education" ia atill further enriched in the first

year of study by the "history of the science of education".

We are of the opinion that the proapective teacher must

comprehend his profession and the theory of education in its

hiatorical development and that it is desirable for him to

understand the history of his profession. Cur existing expe-
rience shows that the "hiatory of the science of education"
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assists in providing the educational political basis and

wreunding in th t'eory or education, which we attempt to

achieve in the first year of study, and in enriching this

rrcund-work with the definite, historically substantiated,

cow-epts. the teacher is to prepare the youth for the

fut.ire, he Must understand the historical conti-

rt:it o: his f,rore3sion in the dialectic of the present and

:tune. Last hut not least, the methodological principle of

the unity of histvy ant logic can therefore he viewed as an

important mesnJ of Improving the theoretical standard of the

respective training in the theory of education.

Th students learn about the development of education

science in the process of the conflict between the old

views and the new ones. They should be aware of the fact

that the :4arxist-Leninist science of education processes eve-

rything that has been created by mankind throughout its

history and retained in the form of knowledge and experience.

'Ve find that in the diploma work an increasing number

of students wants to deal with the themes taken from the

history of the science of education. We can see in it a sign

of the increasing historical interests of our students,

which is due to the fact that the school policy spokesmen

and the educationists of the revolutionary working-class

movement as well as some of the representatives of the clas-

sical bourgeois education provide the models positively

affecting the shaping of the ethos of the socialist teacher.

The theory of instruction is given in the 3rd semester.

It is supposed to be an important introduction to the techno-

logy of teaching which begins on the 4th semester. The stu-

dents are acquainted with the essence of the syllabuses and

acquire the basic knowledge of the process of instruction.

Our main point at present is to foster the ability of the

student to conduct instruction as an efficacious process of

the communist education. This requires of them mainly to

understand the reason why in our schools we need scientific
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instruction in keeping with the Party policy and linked with
life. The prospective teacher must see that his thorough
knowledge itself has a considerable formative influence on
his pupils. He must have at his disposal the educational
media which assist him in using his knowledge with greater

ingenuity in various situations in life.

The standard of the instruction in the theory of in-
struction has been raised because we have based the lectures,
seminars and the practical training on a more systematic

methodological concept of our syllabuses. In teaching the
theory of instruction, the dialectical conflict between theo-
ry and practice must be taken into consideration. Owing to
the limited period of time it is not possible to combine the
tuition in the theory of instruction with the teaching
practice running parallelly in school. This drawback is
successfully compensated for by making good use of TV re-
cordings of the demonstration lessons.

The management of the university considers as an im-
portant task to create all the necessary conditions for the
effective use of modern educational media. An effective use
of television, mainly in teaching the theory of instruction,
has often been the subject of a stimulating and successful
exchange of experience between numerous institutions in the

fraternal socialist countries and we are grateful for it.

The theory of instruction is closely connected with the

theory of education which follows and completes the actual
training in the educational sciences. The main objective of
the lectures and seminars on the theory of education is the-
refore to develop the readiness end ability of students to

guide all the pupils in the spirit of the world view and

morale of the working class, i.e. on the basis of the Marxist-

Leninist theory of education.

The students are supposed to enrich their knowledge of

the objectives and content of the communist education and
devote more time to the study and application of various
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methods of the communist education...There is also a possibi-

lity for the students to take part in the.practical training

in education and psychology lasting for three weeks and

going on in the schools at Dresden.

Under the guidance of teachers the students learn how to

apply their knowledge of the theory of education and 'psycho-

logy to the solving of complex tasks as they occur in the

everyday work of the school. At the same time it is also im-

portant for the student to get acquainted with the teaks of

the form-teacher. It is our aim to make full use of this re-

latively short training for the development of the educatio-

nal abilities of students so that through active and goal-

directed work with the pupils the essential qualities of the

personality of the communist teacher can successfully be

fostered.

There is, howr.ver, an important prerequisite for the

achievement of our aim - the training provided to students

must substantiate the necessity to act on the basis of their

extensive theoretical knowledge.

The future teacher must comprehend the substance of

the communist education as a task of the present with a view

to the future. He must be led to understand that the educa-

tional process has always been a definite process of the

unity of acquiring knowledge and personality shaping which

is going on in the personality of every pupil.

With respect to this complex task which the graduate

in teaching will have to carry out from the first day of his

activity in school, it is becoming increasingly important

to us to ensure the intrinsic continuity of all the discip-

lines constituting education-and to render the unity of the

sciences of education more evident. For the unity of the

educational sciences is not only a matter of organization.

Progress can solely be ensured if all the teachers gain

a deeper insight into the science of education, realize

their basic world-view attitudes and adhere to the systems

and logic of the re pective branches of science.
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All teachers must themselves be convinced of the fact
that the science of education is a dynamic science focussed

on the future of society. Only in this way will it be possible

to achieve our aim - to imbue the student with the desire not
only to follow the development of the science of education
and take full advantage of the increasing number of its new
findings in his work, but also to make his own theoretical

as well as practical contribution towards its development.

At present there are already many graduates of teaching

who fulfil these requirements. It is our main political ob-

jective to increase their number by improving the quality

of instruction and by promoting their creative study.



THE SHAPING OF TEACHER PERSONALITY AT THE FACULTIES OF THE

SOCIAL SCIENCES WITH hEGPECT TO THE TEACHER'S EDUCATIONAL

WORK IN SCHOOL IN THE DEVELOPED SOCIALIST SOCIETY

M.M. Zagorulko

Volgograd, USSR

The most significant reault of the development of our

country over the past sixty years is the soviet way of life

and the soviet man "who experienced manifold trials, changes

out of all recognition, combined his ideological convictions

with enormous energy, culture, knowledge and abilities to

profit from this. He is a man who, in spite of his sincere

patriotism, has always been a confirmed internationalist." 4.)

The present stage, the stage of the developed socialism,

Bete forth new teaks concerning the shaping of the communist

type of personality, hence also the teacher personality.

In the conditions of the developed socialism a complex

approach to the organization of the entire education is of

prime importance, i.e. the establishment of a close connect-

ion between the ideological political education, manual

training and education through work, and moral education. At

the same time it is the main objective of the ideological po-

litical education to master the theory of Marxism - Leninism

in a creative way.

The creative mastery of the theory of Marxism-Leninism

presupposes that the knowledge gained will become a belief

and this belief an active attitude to life, i.e. it is ne-

cessary to comprehend the application of theory to practice,

which implies the independent solution of the theoretical as

well Be practical tasks pertaining to the building of com-

munism. A thorough knowledge of the Marxist- Leninist theory

helps the individual to realize his position in eociety,

+) The documents of the XXVth CPSU Congress, M. Politizdat

1976, p. 87 (Russian edition).
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"enables him to understand the historical perspectives of

his nation, assists him in determining the course of the

socio-economic and political development over a long period

of time, and in orienting himself in the international situ-

ation."
+)

The most significant feature of the stage of the deve-

loped socialism is the extensive study of Marxism-Leninism,

the intrinsic need of the soviet people for lifelong Marxist

education.

The school has nowadays become the educational institu-

tion comprising all the domains of education. The result of

the education provided to pupils is largely dependent on the

qualities of the teacher, on hie beliefs in the correctness

of the Marxist-Leninist ideas, on the abilities of the teacher

to convince the pupils and to shape their communist beliefs

in the process of education.

The university instruction in Marxism-Leninism as a sys-

tem of the philosophical, economic and socio-political views

attempts to achieve the following aim:

- to impart to the teacher the Marxist dialectical materialis-

tic methodology both theor'itically and practically so that

he is in a position to solve the questions of instruction

and education from the point of view of the communist ideo-

logy and to improve general education in keeping with the

needs pertaining to the new stage:of building communism;

- to provide the basis for the communist world view of stu-

dents and to foster the socio-political bias of their per-

sonalities towards building and defending the new society;

- to make the relevant principles of the Marxist-Leninist

doctrine the principles of life permeating through the acti-

vities of the prospective teacher;

- to cultivate the need for lifelong Marxist-Leninist self-

education and foster the habits of studying the ideological

+) The documents of the XXVth CPSU Congress, M. Politizdat

1976, p. 72.
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bequest of the classics of Marxism-Leninism, of everything
newly arising in the theory and practice of the CPSU, in

the fraternal socialist countries and in the international
communist movement;

- to ensure the unity of all aspects of the student persona-
lity, the harmony of his interests and needs with the in-
terests and needs of the society;

- to educate active supporters of the communist ideology and
morale propagating the Party and state policy among people,
youth, pupils and their parents.

An attempt will now be made to formulate some of the con-
ditions for the achievement of these aima:

The experience gained at the faculties of the social
sciences of the Volgograd Institute of Education shows that
it is most important for every teacher to have a clear idea
of the possibilities and the specific character of each of
the subjects constituting the social political cycle in the

proceaa of shaping the teacher personality in the above given

direction. Philosophy, for example, provides the world view
basis for mans convictions and beliefs. It organically com-
bines in itself the scientific and ideological aspecta of
the world view as if it were cementing the whole system of
the scientific views of the world. The Marxist- Leninist phi-

losophy acts at the same time also as the methodology of
scientific cognition, as an over-all method of the study of
the natural and social phenomena and processes inclusive of
the educational process. In the study of the basic problems
of the Mprxist-Leniniet philosophy, the students acquire the
habits of creatively applying the basin and essential requi-
rements of the Marxist dialectic and the ways and method of

a dialectical analysia of educational events. The ideas con-

cerning the objectivity of the natural and social processes,
the laws of cognition, the mutual relationships and depen-
dence of the objects and events, the continual development
and movement of everything that exists, the close relation

between theory and practice - all this is included in the

subjective convictions and creative activity of teachers.
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The study of the history of the CP3U, political economy

and scientific communism playa a special role in the shaping

of the teacher personality. These subjects widen the scope

or the general knowledge of students, enable them to get

acquainted with the complicated contemporary events, to

understand the laws of the decline and failure of the capi-

talist order and of the victory of socialism on earth and

help them to find their bearings among the social economic

problems of general education. The study of the scientific

communism and the history of the CP:3U fosters the achieve-

ment of unity and the actual cognition of the laws governing

the social development and communist ideology, which enhances

the revolutionary character of the world view. The Marxist

ideas enable the students to make a thorough analysis of the

character and significance of the process of the shaping of

the world view, communist views and convictions of pupils.

The experience with the instruction in the social scien-

ces at our university shows that not all the functions given

above (the ideological, methodological, political and per-

sonality shaping) are fully applied in the work of teachers.

The workers of the institute engaged in the social sciences

try to enhance the effectiveness and the quality of the in-

struction in the subjects included in the socio-political

cycle.

We shall mention some of the ways how to promote the ro-

le of the faculties of social sciences in the shaping of the

teacher personality.

Of primary importance is the content of each subject,

of each section of the subject and of each lecture. Special

emphasis is put on the scientific ideological-political

educational content of the subject matter.

In our view the following criteria for the selection

of the subject matter should be taken into consideration:

- the requirements of the state syllabuses;

- the importance of the respective proposition, principle or

theory leading to a better understanding of the contemport-
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ry eocio-politioal prcoessee, to the criticism of the

bougeoie reaotionary theories and anti-communiet ideology;

- the significance of the respective proposition for the

orientation in the problems of general education and for
the future educational work of the teacher as well as for

the vereatile development of the pupil personality and
the teacher himself;

- the experience with the social political involvement of

students, the level of their convictions, world view

beliefs and oharacter traits.

In view of the given ciriteria we enhance the inter-

pretation of the respective queotione, we foster the inde-
pendent views of students, stimulate the discussion, suggest
suitable suplementary literature to students etc.

Great attention is given by the teachers in the fa-
culties of the social eciencee for example to the comprehen-
sion of the basis of the systems approach and systems ana-

Vele of the procesees and events. It is a well-known fact
that the continuity and relationships of a number of edu-

oational events (the system of teaching, the system of out-

- of-school educational activities, the system of the methods

of education, the system of the work of the teaching staff
and the like) are reflected in the understanding of the con-
cept of system.

One of the important means of raising the scientific

and ideological-political standards of the instruction in
the social eciencee is the determination of the main ideas
of the theme or groups of themes on the basis of which it

is possible to grasp the content of the subjeot matter. at
the same time vs attempt to fit these ideas in with the basic)

theoretical oontent of the theme.

Thus, for example, in the stage of the developed so-
cialism the Party emphasizes all kinds of the educational

work concerned with the communist relation to work. Signi-
ficant prerequisites for the solution of this task are pro-
vided by the study of the political economy of socialism.
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The experienoe of the faculty of political economy of the

Volgograd Institute of Eduoation ehowe that the beet re-

sults in cultivating a conscious relation to work are achiev-

ed by the etudy of the following themes:

- "Collective ownership of the means of productions";

- The basic economic law of socialiem";

- "The factors of socialist production. The law of the con-

tinual growth of the productivity of labour";

- "The distribution according to work. the social consumption

funds ";

- "The fundamentals of 4hozraschot";

- "The laws of a progreeeive transition from socialism to

communism ".

Cultivating a communist relation towards work is a

very complicated proceee and it cannot be solved merely by

teaching political economy. However, it is in the actual

study of the political economy that the theoretical baeie

for a conscious relation of the prospective teacher towards

work ad eetabliehed.

The essential point in increasing the share of the

social political subjects, in the shaping of personality is

taking into account the specific character of the future

activities of teacher trainees. In all the situations whrever

it is, found expedient we therefore support the interpreta-

tion of the scientific concepte and laws by the facts from

the field of general education. Through them we teach the

students how to evaluate the various processes going on in

general education from the point of view of the methodolo-

gical ideas of the Marxist-Leninist theory. This largely

affeote the shaping of the personality of the prospeotive

teacher in the present stege of the development of society.

Great successes in the shaping of personality have

been achieved by combining the instruction in the social

sciences with the instruction in the teacher'n specialist

subjeot and particularly with a peycholOgical-educational

etudy course and the training in the theory of education

and the teaching practice of sttclante This is usually
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arranged at a joint meeting of the faculties of the social

science° and other faculties with the aim:

a) to work out a uniform interpretation of the concepts

used in the instruction in various eubjecte (they are,

e.g., concepts such as the basis, law, antithesis, deve-

lopment, self-development, mutual relationships and

others);

b) to enhance the elucidation of the respective questions of

the subject matter to the effect that the educationists,

psychologists and methodologiste will continue in illu-

strating the general theoretical ideas which have already

been explained by the teachers of the social sciences,
thus providing an empiric basis for the extensive social

political generalization of the facts from the field of
general education with the help of the study of the so-
cial sciences;

o) to find out whether the students know how to apply the

system of concepts acquired in the study of the social

sciences and during their teaching practice and the train-

ing in the theory of education to the analyeia of the edu-
cational process, its planning and organization;

d) to organize, under the direction of the teachers of the

faculties of social sciences, practical training in the

guidance of eocial,and public affairs during the teaching

practice in school.

However, the main and the most important way how to in-
crease the share of the social sciences in the shaping of

the teacher personality is to perfect the forme and methods
cf. teaching and to raise the professional, id6Ologii;u1 theo-

retical and methodological standards of instruction in the

Aarxist-Leninist theory.

We try to prepare the lectures and seminars in accept-

able and at the same time effective ways, showing them the
importance of the social soiences, their world-view, cog-

nitive and methodological role in the development and shaping
of the intellectual faculties of the future professional man.

It is typical of the youth to be quick to see things in
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their reight perspective and adopt it, out it need not al-

ways be a historical perspective. The instructicn IL the

history of the CP.5U and the scientific communism fosters

the student's understanding of the way how our nations

achieved socialism. The building of the socialist and commu-

nist society is the best example showing the nations and

workers of the world how the Marxist-Leninist dialectical

method can be creatively Ev.plied in practice. The main test

of the teachers of the social sciences therefore is to de-

velop the abilities of stu.:ente to solv the complex econo-

mic, political and social problems; we would like the teachers

to attain the ability of verify the theoretical propositions

of the Marxist-Leninist science and the CP3U programme docu-

ments in practice :'rom the angle of the respective historical

or natural sciences materials, from the point of view of the

content and the oasic laws of the subject they are teaching.

he theoretical knowledge gained at lectures is broa-

dened at the seminar. The practical training is conducted

in such a way as to enable each student to show his knowledge,

the le- of his understanding of the respeotive problem.

'Phis is achieved by means of a system of reports which has

become widespread at our uni7ersities. The subjects of the

reports are taken from the most important themes of tare so-

cial scie ces. During the school -year almost all the students

are given the possibility of reading their reports at the

seminar. In this way the student acquires the habit of a

creative approach to the "elaboration" of the scientific

material, creates his own "logic" in the interpretation of

the material and enhances his lecturing and educational abi-

litiee. All this is of great importance to the shaping of the

teacher personality.

The scientific research work in the field of the so-

cial soiences is also very important for the shaping of

teacher personality. Most students are engaged in this kind

of work, which has been convincingly confirmed by many years

of practice - at scientific meetings, displays and contents

of etudents' research work in the field of the social scien-

ces.
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THE SCIENTIFIC - TECHNICAL REVOLUrION AND TH2 THAIflING PROVIDED

TO EXPERTS WITH UNIVERSITY EDUCATION IN THE NATURAL SCIENCES

A. Vitanov

Sofia, Bulgaria

The scientific - technical revolution as a complex and

many-sided event in science, technology and life lends a new,

more complicated and mucn more responsible role to education

as a system and en important social activity. education is

changing to a link between comtemporary science and production.

If the relation between the expert and the material produc-

tion is a direct one (the expert - the production), then the

relation between the expert - the teucher and tne cadres he

is training is a mediated one (thu expert - the teacher -

the prospective workman (student) - and production.

Therefore the teachers must also learn how to teach the

students and how to prepare them for their participation in

the production in the period of the scientific-technical pro

grace which will oocur in ten years and over. the criteria

and the pace of the scientific-technical revolution have in-

creasingly been determined by the system of training provided

to the highly qualified scientific workere and experts whO

are in a position to apply the scientific technical findings

in procution and various other areas of social activity.

These new conditions affect the content and structure of edu-

cation, the proceeses of its enhancement. The harmony between

education and the requirements of the scientific-technical

revolution is an objective law of the development of our so-

ciety.

The problems of the scientific-technical revolution

in the field of education are complicated and have not yet

been sufficiently investigated. Ithe scientific - technical re-

volution considerable quickens the pace of the raising of

the general education standard of the'whole population. This

is connected with the increase in the intellectual content

of work which is acquiring a creative character. This process
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is going on particularly in the socialist countries where

the New relutIoNs or ;,reduction are creating favourable con-

ditions for it. fne proceus of transition from manufaoture

to a complete automation wnich is now progressing also in our

!:o,:ntry c)nutitutee the aln content of the present stage of

:np revolution ar.d is of great moment.

be fundamental c!-.an;s in the object and tools of work which

h,ofe o7,:u-red ln the sphere of production are assumed to be

the followin.;:

1 T:.e se:elopzent f .2roduction technoicL;y on the basis of

a complete mecnard..:ation a::d automation.

rice introduction -)f Iew technological methods into pro-

duction.

The implementation of tho above given changes on the basis

of the :w findin;pe of contemporary science.

Tut; more or less complicated macnines which were used

in the paet replaced manual labour, but the main characteris-

tic feature of the present stage of the scientific-technical

revolution is tne fact tnat the machines take over brain

sorA as information storage, calculations, deci-

sions making in toe procede of production etc. the generation

of new infortion has also enanged. It is becoming more wi-

despread and differentiated. All this determines the specific

tasks of the instruction in the natural sciences provided to

students in the stage of the scientific-technical revolution.

it is necessary to take into account:

1) The peculiaritiee of the scientific-technical progress as

a socio- economic phenomenon.

2) The specific character of the content of natural sciences

and the peculiarities of the tewobing profession to which

the teacher-trainees %ho take up natural sciences ae their

specialist eubecte must adapt themselves.

Tne scientific-technical revolution calls forth a ten-

dency 'w increase the share of.highly qualified labour in the

total volume of social work, changes the professional struc-

ture f society and increases the number of workers in the

field of science, education and management. This kind of change
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in the proportion of the distribution of labour in favour of

the non-manufacturin4 ophere iu not u consequence of,

but also a condition for tie present scientific- technical

progress.

These specific features of the scientific-technical re-

volution are also reflected in the demands made on education.

There is an increasing need not only for ,)rofeasional workers

with university education, pirticalorly in the field of na-

tural sciencee and technology, but aloo workers with se-

condary technical education. With respect to theee and other

factors the leading bodice of all the socialist countries

aim at introducing a compulsory secondary school education.

There has been a reform in secondary education almost in

every country, not only in socialist states, to ensure the

preparation of boys and girls for work in industry. :hie has

substantially changed the purpose of the activity of the stu-

dent. The ubjectively existing relations between the laws of

nature and tnose of production, between the laws of chemistry,

phyeice, biology, mathematics and technology are reflected

in the relation oetween the natural science disciplines, the

general technical and specialized subjects.

it is necessary both for the specialist in production

and for his teacher to know these relations. Owing to the fast

progreoe of scientific knowled,14s the eyllabueee of a unified

secondary technical school represent an open system. if the

school was marked by the almost invariable content and methods

of teaching a few decades ago, then the changing content and

effective methods are characteristics of,the present-day

school. Therefore, the teacher must c';ntinually educate him-

self.

Modern society requires of each individual not only to

recall the basic findings but, moreover, to objectively eva-

luate new facts, evente and ideas which he encountere in pro-

duction ae well ae in social life. He must be ready and able

to adopt new findings, to transform and also to apply them.

A cultured man, regardless of hit/ position in production or

in other branches, must be apt to distinguish between the
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substantial ens the immaterial. in agreement with this he

must acquire and creatively up:,ly the universal ideas, prin

ciples and methods which enable him to get possession of va

rious facto and phenomena. This also requires higher demands

to be placed on teachers. ,:ne curriculum the institute

of education must include also this requirement for the pro

spective teacher of science. All this testifies to the fact

that the tendencies of the scientific technical progress

must be reflected in the training provided to the teacher of

science. Of particular importance are the problems of the

strategy and prognoses of the development of university edu

cation.

The instruction given at the institutes of education

must ensure the training of teachers of a broad profile who

manage to adapt themselves to the quickly changing condi

tions. To this effect of primary importance are the findings

from the field of the basic sciences which reveal the gene

ral laws of nature and society. These findings provide the

basis for the application in technology and practice. The

development of science, technology and education shows that

the practical findings are becoming relatively quickly out

dated. The findings in the field of the basic eciencee offer

the specialist in a particular field the possibility to solve

the practical tasks in a creative way, to orientate himself

easily in the related fields and to master eucoeesfully the

scientifiotechnical information.

New demands are placed also on the ideological role of

teacing. The system of philosophical findings which is being

established through the ideological disciplines enables the

specialist in natural eciencee to understand the general laws

of the development of nature and society the laws of scien

tific cognition. in conjunction with the findings from phy

sics, chemistry, and biology, and with the mathematical

methods, the philosophical findings are indispensable to the

development of contemporary natural sciences. At the same

time they enable the specialist to understand the g--eral

laws of the development of nature, society and Emit iiic
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knowledge. In the conditions of the scientific-technical re-

volution the role of the ideological education ie increasing.

The eohool is also an important link in the communist

eduoation provided to the up-and-coming generation. Not only

does it supply the finding° from the field of the basic

eoienose to young people, but it aleo shapes their world-

-view attitudes and beliefs. The effectiveness of the work

of the school ae the ideological superetructure of a given

society ie determined not only by the volume of knowledge

but also by the standard of the training provided to the

up-and-coming generation.

The scientific-teohnical revolution leads to objective

oomplicatione in production ae well ae in inter-human rela-

tions. The increasing role of the ideological schooling for

the workers is linked up with the neceeeity of a continuous

orientation among the complex prooeesue of the scientifio-

-technical revolution, with a deeper insight into the so-

oial relations between men. The teacher provide° a model for

the up-and-coming generation, and he must be in a position

to ehape ite world view; this, of course, required that he

should receive a thorough ideological education. The general

demands made on secondary education in the conditions of the

eoientific-technical revolution are reflected in the epeci-

fio requirements for the training provided to the epecialiete

with university eduoation in natural sciences at the institu-

te of education. The specific character of the activity for

which the etudente are prepared ie taken into acoount.

The content of the education for a specialist with

university education represents a eurvey of the basic and

specialized knowledge. A thorough methodological training

fosters the versatile personality of the specialist, hie

ideologioal bel!.efa and hie creative abilities. The scienti-

fic-teohnical revolution, whioh ie connected with the inorea-

as in the intelleotual and creative content of the work done

by the epecialiet, sheds new light on the question of the

relation between the various components of knowledge. At pre-

sent prominence is given to those fields of science which
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deter.tind ,ts et-IctJ,rd, ::.eane and .t:tnodological

-.,%tioned, the training pro-

:n :Je.)1-1.0 and philceophy at

tae dn important role to

the nemistry and biolo-y- ' -,"7"

mathematical

edi on e large ecale.

7-... r,!..,..ired in establiehing

L-/v1.1. tu:lk,, 1% :te2, of the Latural ecien-

4, me.'4:1:,- e.,idence in the in-

c%d71:111 and biological pheno-

7,na, tn- with theoretical

an.11yels the theoretical

. ,rerequisites !,d 't to estimate to what degree

a,;ree,Lent with the data ob-

tained ,rxpe-imew.e and u:.edrvationa. in recent yeare the

appli.-ttirn or 7 7ndthode has become widespread

slur In fIe1,1 of eodo,tion.The knowledge which the Btu-

f the :instruction in mathe-

mtios s, u 'he universal language

no,ence.

teo_e -cte:t fic t.nalysio of the training

in thu tr-cr!, c: edu'itidn witll a view to the new role of the

nat'Iral 3c'..c>e end tle eac--r in the educational process,

we -orrlieiou tlmt the teacher will be in a

poc t- :lavas xell, If he acviree a good

Vno,ledse of the Intellr .tu .1 life ..,',' the ,,,udent, of hie

interesta, wished, .zoale in :ife end ideal. in teacher train-

g attention r,..ot ale- :c pall to the findin4;e of develop-

cental pdycnolo.::y ao ,, ..aptag the personality u: the future

in it is ne,:eeeary t, Isvelop habita and hoilities. Of

,reat tmicrtance nr,..,uni.uti.:n of the instructi..1 in

eduoAtt.nal psych,J1c. !_nd tli,cry of education in conunction

toe t:.ecry an practical work in the Pioneer and ..z.omao-

mol Groupe, wit,: the tr_:ary of i:atruction, and particularly

the organi-atiJn of t natural sciences. These fields of

science have jade great advances over the past few years and
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therefore their content ae teaching eubjecte must be brought

up to date.

By means of the effective methods of teaching the train

ing provided to student° in the theory and practice of educa

tion attains a higher level, and this enablee the studente

to acquire the neceeeary knowledge which is of great impor

tance to their future theoretical and practical activity.

Accordingly, the theoretical and practical findings of the

educational sciences must be reflected in the ecientifio

theory, thue fostering the abilities of etudente as innova

tore and explorers and developing their organizational habits

which are indispensable to the work of tue teacher. At the

same time, however, the etudente must undergo a thorough

training, they must be prioneere of progreee in the preeent-

-day scientific technical thought and aeeist in the implemen

tation of this process aot only professionally, but also in

a creative way.



THE MAIN TASKS OF RAISING THE QUALIFICATICN STANDARDS OF THE

EDUCATIONAL PEWJONNEL IN THE RUMANIAN SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

V. Buneecu

Bucareet, Rumania

The Institute for the Further Education of the Educa

tional personnel in the Rumanian Sooialiet Republic has

achieved university statue. It is under the direot control

of the Ministry of Education. lts main task, in keeping with

the policy of the Rumanian Communiet Party, is to carry out

and ooordinate the activity concerned with the questions

of raising the qualification standards of the educational

personnel and teachers in the field of personality shaping

educating a new, versatile man.

An attempt will now be ma4c to point out to some ex

perienoe which 1 have gained in ti' institute through many

years of work as teacher and its ViceDean.

The principal task of the institute is to raise the

standard of lifelong education for the educational personnel,

making the beet.uee of the poet recent scientific achieve

ments. The syllabueee of all the subjects are in keeping

with the school policy of our party and state. Constantly

raising the effeotivenees of the educational process and

making good use of the most up to date educational procedures

end methods foster the formation of a new, versatile perso

nality of an aotive man conscious of hie duties as builder

of socialism and communism.

In view of these goals special attention must be given

to the following significant tasks:

1) Individual poetgraduate study curriculum, professional

literature and its content must be up to the present stan

dard of science. Eaoh teacher ie obliged to attend a three

weeks' course of poetgraduate study held every five years.

The course consists of consultations, lectures and collo

quies where the students get acquainted with the new as

pects of scientific findings which are not immediately
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included In the grammar school and lycoe syllabuses, out

which widen the scope of the teacher's mind and enable

him to understand and interpret the most varied questions

and themes. the lectures and seminars are conducted by

experienced university teachers and professore who have

attained certain scientific achievements.

2) The raising of the qualification standard of the educa

tional pereonnle should promote the implementation of the

school policy of the Rumanian eommuniet Party. The curri

culum and form of postgraduate study give a deeper in

sight into the sociopolitical, psychological educational

and scientifictechnical fundamentals of the knowledge

gained, showing the teachere the practical poesibilities

of carrying out the teaks, such as e.e.:

the maximum promotion of the ideological political work

in school, concentrating on the formation of the dialec

ticalmaterialistic worldview beliefs;

the enhancement of the effectiveness of educational

work so that all pupils could master the teaching matter

set by tne syllabuses;

the raising of the standard of the educational work with

the children and youth in the spirit of the ideas of eo

cialiet humanism, patriotism and proletarian internatio

nalism. The final aim of this work is to educate an

honest man, a communist and a zealous supporter of the

building of communism in our country;

organically linking education with scientific reeearch

work and with thr practical work at all levels of school;

to focus the attention of lycees on securing qualified

workers for all the socialist eectors of our country.

it is quite conceivable that among the problems to be

studied within the scope of the ideological political train

ing there are also the questions associated with the econo

mic policy of our party in the period of building a versa

tile developed socialist society, as well as the questions

concerning the foreign policy of our party and state.
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In the process of the enhancement of the training pro -

.tided to the educational personnel it in also of great im-

portance to focus our attention on the training in psycholo-

gy, in the theory of education and the teaching practice ae

well as in the methodology of teaching. in this respect,

the student - teachers acquire fkl.ctual information on all the

given fields of study and great attention is paid to the

methodological aspect.

1 should like to mention some other principles which

form the basis for the modernization of the educational pro-

ceee in shaping a versatile personality of the pupil. We lay

special emphasis on the fact that the whole school staff

should grasp the topical tasks of the education shaping a

new type of man. This education foatere the development of

the intellectual abilities in harmony with the practical de-

mands. In keeping with the resolution of the 1Xth Congress

of the Rumanian Communist Party it is necessary to develop

imaginative thinking in its most effective forms, sucn as

scientific discoveries, inventions, creative aotivity and

also to shape the moral code of the socialist man. Atten-

;ion is given to the use of active methods, such ae problems

solving, independent discovering and exploring, or logical

thinking Less attention is paid to verbal teaching.

We believe that all this assists in changing the pu-

pil from a passive participant in the educational process

to an active subject and footers his independent conscien-

tious work.

We suppose that an extensive application of these

methods, particularly the method of logical thinking, pro-

motes the achievement of the aims of our party which laid

down the requirement for a close connection between educa-

tion and the scientific research activity.

We are aware that school is an important factor of

progress and this fact is taken into account in the training

provided to the "..ucational personnel. We encourage the

teachers to mske use of those methodological media which en-

sure that alao the weaker pupils will acquire the necessary
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knowledge of the euject matter. Therefore, during the teach

ing practice we make uue of the differentiated and indivi

dualized forms of work with the pupils.

We have pointed out some of the most essential aspects

of the work done in poetgraduate study courses and eome of

the educational princ:Iples which we follow in our work. They

aeeist in the enhancement of the effectivity of the educa

tional work in the field of shaping a versatile personality

of the pupils in the schools of the Rumanian Socialiat'le-

public.

Note: Tile paper describe° the eituution in 1977.
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II. REPORTS AND REVIEWS



RESEARCH OF EDUCATIONAL SKILL3 AT THE 4ALMO SCHOOL OF

EDUCATION

S. Kolaoek

Brno, Czechoslovakia

In the process of the modernization of education spe
cial attention should be devoted to the personality of the
teacher whose functions are undergoing considerable changee.+)

Didacometry, the bulletin publiehed by the department

for educaticnal and psychological research at the Malmb
School of Educati in Sweden carries very valuable informa

tion in this respect. It brings out the allround interest of

this school in the pedagogical training of teachers with

special emphasis on training educational ekills which from

the very beginning of their career considerably influence

the euc.)se of the teachere's work. In school practice there

is no time for "apprenticeship" as is the case in many other

spheres of h,1:,an activities. Once the teacher etands facing
hie pupile they expect him to give a highquality fully

fledged performance. In the classroom the teacher hae no ti
me for complex orientation and long seeking. ne must act
promptly, readily, purposefully, comprehensively and reepect

dozens of principles which are manifest in their specific

manner in each concrete situation. 2or all these reasons

in teacher training adequate attention should be devoted to

the training of pedagogical skille which will teach the

student, i.e., the future teaoher or instruotor, the art of

differentiating hie approach to different typee of pupils.

in practice this means (viz A. S. Aalearenko) to teach him

to expreee one order in twenty different ways if this proves
necessary.

+) Bjeretedt, A.(Ed.)2 Teacheroriented Research: Some cur
rent projects at the :Jaime School of Education. Didaco

metry, No. 46, December 1974
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1;otable In the work of the Malmo School of Education's

in teacher - oriented research is the dynamic concept of the

individual didactio functions and pedagogical skills of the

teacher. This is evident from the definition of the condit-

ions and aims of the research projects which emphasise that .

the role of the teacher is continuously changing and new

demands are being placed on the profession. The significance

of the individual Jemande is also changing. The main aim

of the project ie stated as being the study of the role of

the teacher of our time, i.e., his tasks and role in the

nearest future, and to analyse the demands placed by the

training of teacher skills.

the main aim is to orient these skills to the moderni-

zation of the teaching process and its content, i.e. curri-

culum development, the specification of the plan of educa-

tional work and the monitoring of attained results in the

concrete conditions of the educational process as well as

the observation of mutual interactions between the teacher

and the pupil in this procees. Another notable, factor of

the research project is the analysis of the frequency of pe-

dagogizal skills in practice. This frequency becomes one

of the criteria for determining the priorities in selecting

the most important skills. The methodology of the profile

subjects as well as the methodology of educational work in

the narrow sense of the word (equipping every teacher with

adequate skills enabling him to work as classmaster) must be

based on the results of this analysis. There can be no doubt

that the establishment of the pupils' group ae the basic

means of social learning.

Next to the criterion of the total frequency of acti-

vities in the work of the teacher the factor is also respect-

ed of the dominant position of educational aotivities such

as are typical for the infividual terms of the school years.

The achievement of the teacher depends among others on the

extent to which he is able to cope with his everyday work

in the different stages of the school year, how promptly

and smoothly he copes with this work (e.g. the demands placed
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on him at the oeginning and end of the school year, marks

and reports, comprehensive evaluation, etc.). It ie therefore

neceeeary that the teacher be prepared for such tusks during

hie initial training and the same attention should be devoted

to training for such work ae to training which will enable

the teacher to cope with the typical rhythm of everyday edu-

cational work.

Aecause it is necessary to form and train every skill

firet of all in a simplified eituation, separately and only

then to gradually integrate it into more complex skills it

ie very important to introduce into all forma of teacher

edycation all forms of educational practice, namely contin-

uous practice teaching lasting several weeks, during which

the intending teacher, under the guidance of his teacher, ie

put in a situation in which ae has to cope with a demanding

complex situation of every day school work. it is therefore

very important that practice teaching should form a genuine

system, correctly synchronized and based on an educational

psychology theory, leaving none of the decisive professional

abilities of tne intending, teacher to more coincidence. In

order to be able to eecure the required optimization of

educational practice it is neceeeary to provide it with an

adequate research basic. Much still remains to be dcne in

this field because in educational practice traditional oro-

ceduresmostly still prevail based on mere imitation and

pragmatiem while knowledge of modern psychology and theory

of management ie not be'ing fully utilized.

A separate unit in the research project is the use of

television and videotapes for teacher training. Current ex-

periments have shown that school television studios contri-

bute considerably to deepen and improve the analysee of the

complex behaviour of the students. The advantages of the

modern eyetem were apply proven by comparisons of the teach-

ing skills of students who had undergone training using the

new technical equipment and those who had been trained using

the traditional methods. This is in no way surprising as the

effectiveness of using videoreoordinge for training complex

skills has been fully proven in many fields, namely in sports.
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The project also includes significant tasks related to

the in service sducation of teachers differentiated accord

ing to their orientation and functions. Special attention is

devoted to principals, class masters and teachers who are

involved in methodology.
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Bdr, Siegried - Slomma, Rudi - Richter, Wolfgang:

FORMATION ET PERFECTIONNEMENT DES ENSEIGNANTS Eli R.D.A.

(Initial and further education of teachere in the GDR.)

Berlin, Ministers de l'Education nationale 1977. 55 p. -

Commieeion nationale de la Republique democratique allemande

pour l'Unesco.

The problems of teaoher education have oome to the fore-

front of the attention of the broader eduoational publio in

the GDR in reoent years. (P. Htibener, W. 2ragst, W. Schmidt,

K. SohUrmann, etc.). The interest in the basic problems of

teaoher education of teachere for different types and level°

of eohoole and for apprentice training centres was stimulated

among othere by a number of significant legal norms and deoreea

which are related to the establishment of a unified eocialiet

educational syetem ae a whole and to the initial and further

eduoation of teaohere in the GDR (Act on the unified socia-

list educational syetem of feb. 25, 1965, the Draft direc-

tives for the deployment of graduates of teacher training

courses of January 1, 1866, the New concept of the further

eduoation of teachers in tha GDR of 1973, the draft project

for the establishment of the Central Institute for the Further

Education of Teachers of the Ministry of People's Education

of the GDR, etc.).

The publication Initial and Eurther Eduoation of Teaoh-

ere in the GDR by its ooncept and oontent belongs among the

wide range of informative publioationa and handbooks designed

not only for teaohere but also for the general public. This

may be seen from the ooncept of the publioation in whioh are

dieonseed not only questions of taaoher training in the GDR

with regard to the unified sooialiet syetea of eduoation

but also a wide range of problems in field which are treated

in studying the teaching prof:mien. The authors have decided

for the object prooedure which is evident frog graphs whicb

acoompany the text of the publication (see p. 83) from tb

adequate use of question and answers of the teacher and the
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students aimed at clarifying the key problems, ouch as re-

quire tne increased attention of tne reader. in this context

it may be stated that the publication fulfils its purpose and

contributes to the basic orientation in the field of educa-

tion and in-service education of teachere in the GDR.

As concerns the content of the publication the incdvi-

dual chaptere are in logic continuity and namely ae colcerns

the student teacher the individual chapter° are an intensive

etimulue for the permanent upgrading of the teaoher'e every-

dey preparation. The content ie cased on the law on the

unified socialist educational system of February 25, 19b5 on

the °octal responsibility of the teacher and the instructor

in the socialist society; the following part of the publi-

cation deals intensively with the tenth grade of the generq.

educational school in the GDR and its basic educational 1-

portance is indicated for the further development of yount!,

oeople, namely with regard to the training for the teaching

orofesaion. The publication informs of the organization of

professional training in specialized teacher training Lipti-

tuttons, described the training of teachers in specialized

disciplines, giving the reepeotive.timetable as well ae ,he

organization of the study Bourse° for student teacher° Po:,

echoole of the higher level. In conclusion the authore empha-

eiee the necessity of the development of the pereonalit: of

the student in various life situations and lists the a,:7an-

tages of the socialist society for the material a.f..1 social

wellbeing of students in the socialist society, guarantee.)

of employment, the wide range of study courses and other forme

of tne further education of teachere, the upgrading If tne

..national process in co.npliance with the needs of e,:siet:

etc. ibis also creates a platform for a positive discussion

on the position of the teacher in current society.

It ensues from the introductory part of the publication

that the --,en year general education programme is the basis

for acquiring deeper and more important intellectual know-

ledge also for teacher education. The forming of the racia-

list personality of the intending teacner is mainly -ade
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possible by the ooneistent study of hey subjeote such as

mathematice, tho teohnicul ecienoes, polytechnical subjeote,

the eocial eciencee, German, foreign linguagee, literature,

productive work, aesthetic education.

The authors are well aware of the fact that a survey

elucidating the share of the individual scientific discip

lines of general education could lead to faulty ooncluaions

only a subjective evaluation prevailed. in the analysis of

the initial education of teachers ae well ae in studies of

the essence of teacher education the authors deal with the

social aspects of this education. This orientation ie clo

sely linked with the emphaeie on the quality of secondary

andbigher education, which ie manifest not only in the con

tent of the study coureee of the tenth grade of the general

educational school (the last link preceding actual teacher

training) but also in what are called the two "matriculation

classes" of the extended school in which teaching is oriented

to the expansion and deepening of general knowledge. Within

the framework of the qualitative differentiation in these

claesee publicity ie given to the implementation of demanding

forme and methods of work, such ae are typical for study

course° at univereitiee and colleges which in its intensity

ie enhanced by demands for systematic and purposeful inde

pendent study and creative working contact with the profee

eore.

The general educational and polytechnical school in the

GDR forma a firm basis for the socialist education of youth

and may prepare pupils for jobs or for further study. This

gives all able pupils of the unified school the opportunity

to study, i.e., not only the possibility to take up a cer

tain specific job following the completion of a general edu

oational school of the polytechnical type but also the oppor

tunity for enrolling in postschool study courses at colle

ges and universities, possibly for enrolling in oourses at

institutions of higher education of a different orientation.

in the educational system of the GDR the area of adult edu-
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oation hae been undergoing a period of great development.

This is beoaume the permanent education of the working people,

e.g. within the people.° universities, evening schools, en-

terprise or village academiee ie gaining momentum. This field

of education, corresponding by its charaoter to the eyetem

of adult education in Czechoslovakia, is a significant oom-

ponent of the sooialist eduoational system and represente

a wide range of educational opportunities for all interested

individuals from the ranks of the educational public.

A significant feature charaoterizing the position of

teachere of junior grades is the strengthening of their so-

cial preetige, the upgrading of their training, the removal

of etriot barriers between them and teaohers of senior gra-

dee. it ie evident from the publication that all teachere

are to receive four year° of training at teacher training

oollegee in such a manner as to allow them to use their know-

ledge as the basis for praotical work in the classroom. In

the interest of aoquiring acientifio erudition they are to

attend in-depth depagogical ooursee whioh will among other

be oriented to the study of current scientific discoveries

in education, peyohology and methodology and will contribute

to the general development of the personality of the students

using all components of socialist education. The currioulum

of teachers of junior classes mainly contain:, three discip-

lines: general didactics, general pedagogy and psychology,

the fundamentals of Marxism- Leninism, practice teaching.

Basic education ie completed with courses in phonetics,

Russian, physical training. The timetables of teacher train-

ing oollegee to that student teachers are to acquire such

a type of education in their eight term course which will

allow them to carry out their educational work with maximum

effect and which will not eliminate their possible future

theoretioal development. Next to specialized courser: in pe-

dagogy and psychology, the study course includes oourses in

the theory of socialiet education, didaotic, other problems
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of education, developmental education, educational psycho-

logy and health education. Very significant ie practice teach-

ing - three days in the second term in junior grades which

ie very carefully organized in close cooperation with the

visited school.

The education of teachere of senior grades which is

completed with the awarding of a diploma (secondary school

teacher - specialist) takes four years either in form of a

university oouree or a course rt college of education.

The authors emphaeiee that ae .oncerne this type of educa-

tion the study coureee run at the said differentiated in-

etitutions of higher education are identical.Students who

take up two main qualification coureee become specialized.

Phyeical training and musical education are considered as

being specific discipline', and are studied at specific in-

stitutions of higher education. The attained degree qualifies

the teacher to teach at all general educational and polytech-

nical echoole.

The authors emphasise the necessity of the scientific

education of teachers of junior and senior grades as well ae

the necessity of educating{ the teachers in tile field of

methodology. The ourriculum of teacher training courses at

institutions of higher education and the curriculum of further

education courses for teachers in the GDR show that didactics

ie always conceived in close linkage with the aubjecte and

the etudeLt teachere are expected to become capable of metho-

dically prooeeeing their knowledge and of transmitting it

to their pupils.

The authors consider mathsmatice and the mother tongue

to be the key subjects in the higher education of teachers

and the student teachers are therefore required to acquire

a broadly based orientation in three subjects. It ie expect-

ed that in acoordanoe with social demand the two eubjeots

will become increasingly important not only in the general

educational and polytechnical school but in the colleges and

univereitiee am well ae in the broader economic and social

field. This eignificant requirement hae of late been reflect-
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ed in a large number of expert studiee which have emphasised

the neoessity or devoting increased attention to epecialized

education in mathematics and in the mother tongue. These

studiee mainly deal with the need of effective education in

the mother tongue and in mathematics in diveree educational

Jonditions. (vizt P. HUbener, R. Bittner, L. Klingberg).

The cited publication also indicated that a very im

portant factor in the broad educational development remains

the endeavour to educate highly qualified and eocially in

volved teachers for junior and senior school levels. The

curriculum of the two firet years of the initial education

of secondary school teachers ehould become an opportunity

for the full development of the efforts of the .:cient a eti

mulus for the specialist and social orientatio.' n: the stu

dent teachers. The syllabi include the study of 'zwo subjects,

pedagogy and psychology, the fundamentale of NarxismLeni

nism, foreign languages, cultural activitiee, art education

and sports.

In the study of pedagogy and psychology, the same as

in the study of other scientific branches, emphasis in pla

ced on positive cooperation of the lecturers of all die

ciplinee which student teachers take in their training cour

ees. Extraordinarily important with regard to the formation

of the socialist personality of the student teacher is the

study of the fundamentals of Marxism Leninism whose eucceee

depends among others on the systematic study of the works

of the claesics of MarxismLeninism, i.e., dialectical and

historical materialism, political eoonomy, scientific com

munism and the hietory of the working class movement. The

etudy course lasts throughout the initial education of the

students and forms the ideological baeie of teacher education.

Very important in the education of student teachers is

the systematic formation of the collective of students and

the ..lreation of conditions for afterschool activitiee and

for the development of the talents and hobbies of the pupile

and etudente. The authors of the publication therefore point

to the important contribution of the Unified Organization of
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German Youth in these activities, to the material and social

Jonditions of the etudente and underline the social guaran

tees given to beginning teachers. It is significant that

studies at all institutions of higher education in the Giht

is free of charge, 90 % of all students receive a stipend,

all benefit from free medical care and have a 50 /0 % re

duction on transport fares.

The current rapid development of science and techno

logy makes inservice education of teachers indispensable.

The authors put emphasis on the systematic education of

teachers completed with basic and specialized courses. apart

from these courses theachers in the GDR are given the pos

sibility of voluntarily attending various educational func

tions organized by regional and district educational insti

tutions, mostly devoted to current educational problems.

rhe content of inservice education in the GDR mainly

covers the problems of MarxismLeninism, pedpgogy and psycho

logy, specialized subjects and special education. Very im

portant ie the deepening of the knowledge of MarxismLeni

nism and especially the study of the YarxistLeninist theo

ries of the development and education of the socialist per

sonality in current conditions. An important component of

the further education of teachers in the GDR ie the central

institute for the further education of teachers in Ludwige

felde which together with a wide range of other educational

institutes deeigne and organizes special noureee.

The system of the further education of teachers in the

GDR follows up on the progressive work of Comenius, especial

ly on his requirement for the purposeful permanent education

of man and takes into consideration the experiences which

have been gained in the field of adult education especially

in the socialist countries. The further upgrading and deve

lopment of these activities are stimulated by experience gain

ed with the further education of teachers in the GDR in the

recent ten years. The authors of the book put emphasis on the

necessity of stimulating and activating the etudy effort of

the teachers, the creation of preconditions for the purpose-



ful management of eyetematio independent study of specia-

lized literature, on upstematic consultations, practioe teaoh-

ing and seminare, indicating the wide range of using the ra-

dio, television, activities organized by regional pedagogi-

cal centres, regional pedagogical institutes and other in-

stitutions for further education.

It eneuee from the conclusions of the publication that

the further education of teachers has become a singularly

significant part of education in the .;LR. By its complex

impact it has become a social cause in whioh are involved

not only educational institutions and specialized installa-

tions but also bodies and institutions of the board of edu-

cation, as well as a wide range of other bodies and puJlic

organizations. rho publication also stimulated speculation on

the possible wider use of current experience in socialist

social condition's for developing new forms and methods of

the further education of teachers.

Reviewed by M. Aehak
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